Clarithmetics are number theories based on computability logic. Formulas of these theories represent interactive computational problems, and their "truth" is understood as existence of an algorithmic solution. Various complexity constraints on such solutions induce various versions of clarithmetic. The present paper introduces a parameterized/schematic version CLA11
Introduction

Computability logic
Computability logic (CoL for short), together with its accompanying proof theory termed cirquent calculus, has evolved in recent years in a long series of publications [2] - [3] , [23] - [46] , [52] , [55] , [58] - [61] . It is a mathematical platform and long-term program for rebuilding logic as a formal theory of computability, as opposed to the more traditional role of logic as a formal theory of truth. Under CoL's approach, logical operators stand for operations on computational problems, formulas represent such problems, and their "truth" is seen as algorithmic solvability. In turn, computational problems -understood in their most general, interactive sense -are defined as games played by a machine against its environment, with "algorithmic solvability" meaning existence of a machine that wins the game against any possible behavior of the environment. With this semantics, CoL provides a systematic answer to the question "what can be computed?", just like classical logic is a systematic tool for telling what is true. Furthermore, as it happens, in positive cases "what can be computed" always allows itself to be replaced by "how can be computed", which makes CoL of potential interest in not only theoretical computer science, but many applied areas as well, including interactive knowledge base systems, resource oriented systems for planning and action, or declarative programming languages.
Both semantically and (hence) syntactically, CoL is a conservative extension of classical first order logic. Classical sentences and predicates are seen in it as special, simplest cases of computational problemsnamely, as games (termed elementary) with no moves, automatically won by the machine when true and lost when false. All connectives and quantifiers of classical logic remain present in the language of CoL, with their meanings conservatively generalized from elementary games to all games. In addition, there is a host of "non-classical" connectives and quantifiers. Out of those, the present paper only deals with the so called choice group of operators: ⊓ , ⊔ , ⊓, ⊔, referred to as choice ("constructive") conjunction, disjunction, universal quantifier and existential quantifier, respectively.
Lorenzen's [51] , Hintikka's [21] and Blass's [8, 9] dialogue/game semantics should be named as the most direct precursors (listed chronologically) and initial sources of inspiration for CoL. The presence of close connections with intuitionistic logic [31] and Girard's [16] linear logic at the level of syntax and overall philosophy is also a fact. A rather comprehensive and readable, tutorial-style introduction to CoL can be found in the first 10 sections of [34] , which is the most recommended reading for a first acquaintance with the subject. A more compact yet self-contained introduction to the fragment of CoL relevant to the present paper is given in [45] .
Clarithmetic
Steps towards claiming specific application areas for CoL have already been made in the direction of basing applied theories -namely, Peano arithmetic (PA) -on CoL instead of the traditional, well established and little challenged (as logical bases for applied theories) alternatives such as classical or intuitionistic logics. Formal arithmetical systems based on CoL have been baptized in [38] as clarithmetics. By now ten clarithmetical theories, named CLA1 through CLA10, have been introduced and studied [35, 38, 44, 46] . These theories are notably simple: most of them happen to be conservative extensions of PA whose only non-classical axiom is the sentence ⊓x⊔y(y = x ′ ) asserting computability of the successor function ′ (i.e., of λx.x + 1), and whose only non-logical rule of inference is "constructive induction", the particular form of which varies from system to system. The diversity of such theories is typically related to different complexity conditions (or absence thereof) imposed on the underlying concept of interactive computability. For instance, CLA4 soundly and completely captures the set of polynomial time solvable interactive number-theoretic problems, CLA5 does the same for polynomial space, CLA6 for elementary recursive time (=space), CLA7 for primitive recursive time (=space), and CLA8 for PA-provably recursive time (=space).
The present system
The present paper introduces a new system of clarithmetic, named CLA11. Unlike its predecessors, this one is a scheme of clarithmetical theories rather than a particular theory. As such, it can be written as CLA11
P1,P2,P3 P4
where P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 are parameters, with different specific settings of those parameters defining different particular theories of clarithmetic -different instances of CLA11, as we shall refer to them. Technically, P 1 , P 2 , P 3 are sets of terms or pseudoterms used as bounds for certain quantifiers in certain postulates, and P 4 is a (typically empty yet "expandable") set of formulas that act as supplementary axioms. Intuitively, the value of P 1 determines the so called amplitude complexity (one concerned with the sizes of the machine's moves relative to the sizes of the environment's moves) of the class of problems captured by the theory, P 2 determines the space complexity of that class, P 3 determines the time complexity of that class, and P 4 governs the intensional strength of the theory. Here intensional strength is about what formulas are provable in the theory. This is as opposed to extensional strength, which is about what number-theoretic problems are representable in the theory, where a problem A is said to be representable iff there is a provable formula F that expresses A under the standard interpretation (model) of arithmetic.
Where P 1 , P 2 , P 3 are sets of (pseudo)terms identified with the functions that they represent in the standard model of arithmetic, we say that a computational problem has a (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) tricomplexity solution if it has a solution (algorithmic winning strategy) that runs in p 1 amplitude, p 2 space and p 3 time for some triple (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) ∈ P 1 × P 2 × P 3 . The main result of this paper is that, as long as the parameters of CLA11 P1,P2,P3 P4 satisfy certain natural "regularity" conditions, the theory is sound and complete with respect to the set of problems that have (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) tricomplexity solutions. Sound in the sense that every theorem T of CLA11
represents a number-theoretic computational problem with a (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) tricomplexity solution and, furthermore, such a solution can be mechanically extracted from a proof of T . And complete in the sense that every number-theoretic problem with a (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) tricomplexity solution is represented by some theorem of CLA11 P1,P2,P3 P4
. Furthermore, as long as P 4 contains or entails all true (in the standard model) sentences of PA, the above extensional completeness automatically strengthens to intensional completeness, according to which every formula expressing a problem with a (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) tricomplexity solution is a theorem of the theory. Note that intensional completeness implies extensional completeness but not vice versa, because the same problem may be expressed by many different formulas, some of which may be provable and some not. Gödel's celebrated theorem is about intensional rather than extensional incompleteness. It retains its validity for clarithmetical theories, meaning that intensional completeness of such theories can only be achieved at the expense of sacrificing recursive axiomatizability.
The above-mentioned "regularity" conditions on the parameters of CLA11 are rather simple and easyto-satisfy. As a result, by just "mechanically" varying those parameters, we can generate a great variety of theories for one or another tricomplexity class, the main constraint being that the space-complexity component of the triple should be at least logarithmic, the amplitude-complexity component at least linear, and the time-complexity component at least polynomial. Some natural examples of such tricomplexities are: 
Related work
It has been long noticed that many complexity classes can be characterized by certain versions of arithmetic.
Of those, systems of bounded arithmetic should be named as the closest predecessors of our systems of clarithmetic. In fact, most clarithmetical systems, including CLA11, can be classified as bounded arithmetics because, as the latter, they control computational complexity by explicit resource bounds attached to quantifiers, usually in induction or similar postulates. 2 A best known alternative line of research [4, 6, 7, 22, 49, 57] , primarily developed by recursion theorists, controls computational complexity via type information instead. On the logical side, one should also mention "bounded linear logic" [17] and "light linear logic" [18] of Girard et al. Here we will not attempt any comparison with these alternative approaches because of big differences in the defining frameworks.
The story of bounded arithmetic starts with Parikh's 1971 work [53] , where the first system I∆ 0 of bounded arithmetic was introduced. Paris and Wilkie, in [54] and a series of other papers, advanced the study of I∆ 0 and of how it relates to complexity theory. Interest towards the area dramatically intensified after the appearance of Buss's 1986 influential work [11] , where systems of bounded arithmetic for polynomial hierarchy, polynomial space and exponential time were introduced. Clote and Takeuti [14] , Cook and Nguyen [15] and others introduced a host of theories related to other complexity classes. See [13, 15, 20, 48] for comprehensive surveys and discussions of this line of research. The treatment of bounded arithmetic found in [15] , which uses the two-sorted (= second order) vocabulary of Zambella [62] , is among the newest. Just like the present paper, it offers a method for designing one's own system of bounded arithmetic for a spectrum of complexity classes (within P). Namely, one only needs to add a single axiom to the base theory V 0 , where the axiom states the existence of a solution to a complete problem of the complexity class.
All of the above theories of bounded arithmetic are weak subtheories of PA, typically obtained by imposing certain syntactic restrictions on the induction axiom or its equivalent, and then adding some old theorems of PA as new axioms to partially bring back the baby thrown out with the bath water. Since the weakening of the deductive strength of PA makes certain important functions or predicates no longer (properly) definable, the non-logical vocabularies of these theories typically have to go beyond the original vocabulary {0, ′ , +, ×} of PA. These theories achieve soundness and extensional completeness with respect to the corresponding complexity classes in the sense that a function f ( x) belongs to the target class if and only if it is provably total in the system -that is, if there is a Σ 1 -formula F ( x, y) that represents (in the standard model) the graph of f ( x), such that the system proves ∀ x∃!yF ( x, y).
Differences with bounded arithmetic
Here we want to point out several differences between the above systems of bounded arithmetic and our clarithmetical theories, including (the instances of) CLA11.
Generality
While the other approaches are about (computing) functions, clarithmetics are about interactive problems, with the former being nothing but special cases of the latter. Having said that, the differences discussed in the subsequent paragraphs of this subsection hold regardless of whether one keeps in mind the full generality of clarithmetics or restricts attention back to functions (the "common denominators" of the two approaches) only.
Intensional strength
Our systems extend rather than restrict PA. Furthermore, instead of PA, as a classical basis one can take anything from a very wide range of sound theories, beginning from certain weak fragments of PA and ending with the absolute-strength theory T h(N ) of the standard model N of arithmetic (the "truth arithmetic"). It is exactly due to this flexibility that we can achieve not only extensional but also intensional completeness -something inherently unachievable within the traditional framework of bounded arithmetic, where computational soundness by its very definition (well, almost so) entails deductive weakness.
Language
Due to our theories' no longer being weak, there is no need for having any new non-logical primitives in the language (and the associated new axioms in the theory) -they, as well as any recursive or even arithmetical relations and functions, can be expressed through 0, ′ , +, × in the standard way. Instead, as mentioned earlier, the language of our theories of clarithmetic only has the two additional logical connectives ⊓ , ⊔ and two additional quantifiers ⊓, ⊔. It is CoL's constructive semantics for these operators that allows us express nontrivial computational problems. Otherwise, formulas not containing these operators -formulas of the pure/traditional language of PA, that is -only express elementary problems (i.e. moveless games -see page 2). This explains how our approach makes it possible to reconcile unlimited deductive strength (when it comes to formulas of the pure language of PA) with computational soundness. For instance, the formula ∀x∃!yF (x, y) may be provable even if F (x, y) is (a Σ 1 -formula expressing) the graph of a function that is "too hard" to compute. This does not have any relevance to the complexity class characterized by the theory because the formula ∀x∃!yF (x, y), unlike its "constructive counterpart" ⊓x⊔!yF (x, y), carries no nontrivial computational meaning. 3 
Quantifier alternation
Our approach admits arbitrarily many alternations of bounded quantifiers in induction (or whatever similar rules/axioms), whereas the traditional bounded arithmetics are typically very sensitive in this respect, with different quantifier complexities yielding different computational complexity classes. 4 
Uniformity
As noted, both our approach and that of [15] offer uniform treatments of otherwise disparate systems for various complexity classes. The spectrums of complexity classes for which the two approaches allow one to uniformly construct adequate systems are, however, different. Unlike the present work, [15] does not reach -at least, not in its present form -beyond polynomial hierarchy, thus missing, for instance, linear space, polynomial space, quasipolynomial time or space, exponential time, etc. On the other hand, unlike [15] , our uniform treatment -at least, in its present form -is only about sequential and deterministic computation, thus missing classes such as AC 0 , N C 1 , N L or N C. A more notable difference between the two approaches, however, is related to how uniformity is achieved. In the case of [15] , as already mentioned, the way to "build your own system" is to add, to the base theory, an axiom expressing a complete problem of the target complexity class. Doing so thus requires quite some nontrivial complexity-theoretic knowledge. In our case, on the other hand, adequacy is achieved by straightforward, brute force tuning of the corresponding parameter of CLA11 P1,P2,P3 P4
. E.g., for linear space, we simply need to take the P 2 parameter to be the set of (0, ′ , +)-combinations of variables, i.e., the set of terms that "canonically" express the linear functions. If we (simultaneously) want to achieve adequacy with respect to polynomial time, we shall (simultaneously) take the P 3 parameter to be the set of (0, ′ , +, ×)-combinations of variables, i.e. the set of terms that express the polynomial functions. And so on.
Motivations
Subjectively, the primary motivating factor for the author when writing this paper was that it further illustrates the scalability and appeal of CoL, his brainchild. On the objective side, the main motivations are as follows, somewhat arbitrarily divided into the categories "general", "theoretical" and "practical".
General
Increasingly loud voices are being heard [19] that, since the real computers are interactive, it might be time in theoretical computer science to seriously consider switching from Church's narrow understanding of computational problems as functions to more general, interactive understandings. The present paper and clarithmetics in general serve the worthy job of lifting "efficient arithmetics" to the interactive level. Of course, these are only CoL's first modest steps in this direction, and there is still a long way to go. In any case, our generalization from functions to interaction appears to be beneficial even if, eventually, one is only interested in functions, because it allows a smoother treatment and makes our systems easy-to-understand in their own rights. Imagine how awkward it would be if one had tried to restrict the language of classical logic only to formulas with at most one (for instance) alternation of quantifiers because more complex formulas seldom express things that we comprehend or care about, and, besides, things can always be Skolemized anyway. Or, if mankind had let the Roman-European tradition prevail in its reluctance to go beyond positive integers and accept 0 as a legitimate quantity, to say nothing about the negative, fractional, or irrational numbers.
The "smoothness" of our approach is related to the fact that, in it, all formulas -rather than only those of the form ∀x∃!yF (x, y) with F ∈ Σ 1 -have clearly defined meanings as (interactive) computational problems. This allows us to apply certain systematic and scalable methods of analysis that otherwise would be inadequate. For instance, the soundness proofs for various clarithmetical theories go semantically by induction on the lengths of proofs, by showing that all axioms (represent problems that) have given (tri)complexity solutions, and that all rules of inference preserve the property of having such solutions. Doing the same is impossible in the traditional approaches to bounded arithmetic (at least those based on classical logic), because not all intermediate steps in proofs will have the form ∀x∃!yF (x, y) with F ∈ Σ 1 . It is no accident that, to prove computational soundness, such approaches usually have to appeal to syntactic arguments that are around "by good luck", such as cut elimination.
5
As mentioned, our approach (conservatively) extends rather than restricts PA. This allows us to safely continue relying on our standard arithmetical intuitions when reasoning within clarithmetic, without our hands being tied by various constraints, without the caution necessary when reasoning within weak theories. Generally, a feel for a formal theory and a "6th sense" that it takes for someone to comfortably reason within the theory require time and efforts to develop. Many of us have such a "6th sense" for PA but not so many have it for weaker theories. This is so because weak theories, being artificially restricted and thus forcing us to pretend that we do not know certain things 6 that we actually do know, are farther from a mathematician's normal intuitions than PA is. Even if this was not the case, mastering the one and universal theory PA is still easier and promises a greater payoff than trying to master tens of disparate yet equally important weak theories that are out there. 5 Of course, cut elimination's being around just by good luck is the author's subjective feeling, and many might disagree. 6 Such as, for instance, the fact ∀x∃y(y = 2 x ).
Theoretical
Among the main motivations for studying bounded arithmetics has been a hope that they can take us closer to solving some of the great open problems in complexity theory, for "it ought to be easier to separate the theories corresponding to the complexity classes than to separate the classes themselves" ( [15] ). The same applies to our systems of clarithmetic and CLA11 in particular that allows us to capture, in a uniform way, a very wide and diverse range of complexity classes.
While the bounded arithmetic approach has been around and extensively studied since long ago, the progress towards realizing the above hope has been very slow. This fact alone justifies all reasonable attempts to try something substantially new and so far not well explored. The clarithmetics line of research qualifies as such. Specifically, studying "nonstandard models" of clarithmetics, whatever they may mean (at this point quite unclear), may be worth the effort.
Among the factors that might be making CLA11 more promising in this respect than its traditional alternatives is that the former achieves intensional completeness while the latter inherently have to settle for merely extensional completeness. Separating theories intensionally is generally easier (very much so!) than separating them extensionally.
Another factor relates to the ways in which theories are axiomatized in uniform treatments, namely, the approach of CLA11 versus that of [15] . As noted earlier, the uniform method of [15] 7 achieves (extensional) completeness with respect to a given complexity class by adding to the theory an axiom expressing a complete problem of that class. Such axioms are typically long formulas as they carry nontrivial complexity-theoretic information. They talk -through encoding and arithmetization -about graphs, computations, etc. rather than about numbers. This makes such axioms hard to comprehend directly as number-theoretic statements, and makes the corresponding theories hard to analyze. This approach essentially means translating our complexity-theoretic knowledge into arithmetic. For this reason, it is likely to encounter the same kinds of challenges (when it comes to separating classes) as the ordinary, informal complexity theory does. Also, oftentimes we may simply fail to know a complete problem of a given, not very well studied, complexity class.
The uniform way in which CLA11 axiomatizes its instances, as explained earlier, is very different from the above. Here all axioms and rules are "purely arithmetical", carrying no complexity-theoretic information. This means that the number-theoretic contents of such theories are easy to comprehend, which, in turn, carries a promise that their model theories might be easier to successfully study, develop and use in proving independence/separation results.
Practical
More often than not, the developers of complexity-bound arithmetics have also been motivated by the potential of practical applications in computer science. Here we quote Schwichtenberg's [56] words: "It is well known that it is undecidable in general whether a given program meets its specification. In contrast, it can be checked easily by a machine whether a formal proof is correct, and from a constructive proof one can automatically extract a corresponding program, which by its very construction is correct as well. This at least in principle opens a way to produce correct software, e.g. for safety-critical applications. Moreover, programs obtained from proofs are "commented" in a rather extreme sense. Therefore it is easy to apply and maintain them, and also to adapt them to particular situations."
Applying the same line of thought to clarithmetics, where, by the way, all proofs qualify as "constructive" for the above purposes, the introductory section of [38] further adds:
"In a more ambitious and, at this point, somewhat fantastic perspective, after developing reasonable theorem-provers, CoL-based efficiency-oriented systems can be seen as declarative programming languages in an extreme sense, where human "programming" just means writing a formula expressing the problem whose efficient solution is sought for systematic usage in the future. That is, a program simply coincides with its specification. The compiler's job would be finding a proof (the hard part) and translating it into a machine-language code (the easy part). The process of compiling could thus take long but, once compiled, the program would run fast ever after."
What matters for applications like the above, of course, is the intensional rather than extensional strength of a theory. The greater that strength, the better the chances that a proof/program will be found for a declarative, ad hoc specification of the goal. Attempts to put an intensionally weak theory (regardless of its extensional strength) to practical use would usually necessitate some pre-processing of the goal, such as expressing it through a certain standard-form Σ 1 -formula. But this sort of pre-processing often essentially means already finding -outside the formal system -a solution of the target problem or, at least, already finding certain insights into such a solution.
In this respect, CLA11 fits the bill. Firstly, because it is easily, "mechanically" adjustable to a potentially infinite variety of target complexities that one may come across in real life. It allows us to adequately capture a complexity class from that variety without any preliminary complexity-theoretic knowledge about the class, such as knowledge of some complete problem of the class (yet another sort of "pre-processing") as required by the approaches in the style of [14] or [15] . All relevant knowledge about the class is automatically extracted by the system from the definition (ad hoc description) of the class, without any need to look for help outside the formal theory itself. Secondly and more importantly, CLA11 fits the bill because of its intensional strength, which includes the full deductive power of PA and which is only limited by the Gödel incompleteness phenomenon (as long as we are talking about recursively axiomatized instances of CLA11, of course). Even when the P 4 parameter of a theory CLA11
P1,P2,P3 P4
is empty (meaning that the theory does not possess any arithmetical knowledge that goes beyond PA), the theory provides "practically full" information about (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) tricomplexity computability, in the same sense as PA, despite Gödel's incompleteness, provides "practically full" information about arithmetical truth. Namely, if a formula F is not provable in CLA11
, it is unlikely that anyone would find a (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) tricomplexity algorithm solving the problem expressed by F : either such an algorithm does not exist, or showing its correctness requires going beyond ordinary combinatorial reasoning formalizable in PA.
Technical notes
This article is being published in two parts. The present Part I introduces CLA11 (Section 2) and proves its soundness (Sections 3-6), while the forthcoming [47] Part II is primarily devoted to a completeness proof. Even though the article is long, a reader inclined to skip the proofs of its main results would only need to read Sections 1 and 2 of Part I, and (the short) Sections 2.1, 4.1, 5 and 6 of Part II.
The only external source on which this paper relies is [45] , familiarity with which (with proofs omitted) is a necessary condition for reading this paper. It is also a sufficient condition, because [45] presents a self-contained introduction to the relevant fragment of CoL. Having [45] at hand for occasional references is necessary even for those who are well familiar with CoL but from some other sources. It contains an index, which can and should be looked up every time one encounters an unfamiliar term or notation. All definitions and conventions of [45] are adopted in the present paper without revisions.
2 The system CLA11
Language
The theories that we deal with in this paper have the same language L, obtained from the language of the system CL12 (with which the reader is assumed to be familiar from [45] ) by removing all nonlogical predicate letters, removing all constants but 0, and removing all but the following three function letters:
• successor, unary. We write τ ′ for successor(τ ).
• sum, binary. We write τ 1 + τ 2 for sum(τ 1 , τ 2 ).
• product, binary. We write τ 1 × τ 2 for product(τ 1 , τ 2 ).
Unless otherwise specified or implied by the context, when we say "formula", it is to be understood as formula of L. As always, sentences are formulas with no free occurrences of variables. An L-sequent is sequent all of whose formulas are sentences of L. A paraformula is defined as the result of replacing, in some formula, some free occurrences of variables by constants. And a parasentence is a paraformula with no free occurrences of variables. Every formula is a paraformula but not vice versa, because a paraformula may contain constants other than 0, which are not allowed in formulas. Yet, oftentimes we may forget about the distinction between formulas and paraformulas, and carelessly say "formula" where, strictly speaking, "paraformula" should have been said. In any case, we implicitly let all definitions related to formulas automatically extend to paraformulas whenever appropriate/possible.
For a formula F , ∀F means the ∀-closure of F , i.e., ∀x 1 . . . ∀x n F , where x 1 , . . . , x n are the free variables of F listed in their lexicographic order. Similarly for ∃F , ⊓F , ⊔F . A formula is said to be elementary iff it is ⊓ , ⊔ , ⊓, ⊔-free. We will be using the lowercase p, q, . . . as metavariables for elementary formulas. This is as opposed to the uppercase letters E, F, G, . . ., which will be used as metavariables for any (elementary or nonelementary) formulas.
Peano arithmetic
As one can see, L is an extension of the language of the well known (cf. [15, 20, 48] ) Peano Arithmetic PA -namely, the extension obtained by adding the choice operators ⊓ , ⊔ , ⊓, ⊔. The language of PA is the elementary fragment of L, in the sense that formulas of the former are nothing but elementary formulas of the latter. We remind the reader that, deductively, PA is the theory based on classical first-order logic (with identity) with the following nonlogical axioms, that we shall refer to as the Peano axioms:
The concept of an interpretation explained in [45] can now be restricted to interpretations that are only defined (other than the word "Universe") on ′ , + and ×, as the present language L has no other nonlogical function or predicate letters. Of such interpretations, the standard interpretation † is the one whose universe Universe † is the ideal universe (meaning that Domain † is {0, 1, 10, 11, 100, . . .} and Denotation † is the identity function on Domain † ), and that interprets the letter ′ as the standard successor function var 1 +1, interprets + as the sum function var 1 + var 2 , and interprets × as the product function var 1 × var 2 . We often terminologically identify a formula F with the game F † , and typically write F instead of F † unless doing so may cause ambiguity. Correspondingly, whenever we say that an elementary (para)sentence is true, it is to be understood as that the (para)sentence is true under the standard interpretation, i.e., is true in what is more commonly called the standard model of arithmetic.
Terminologically we will further identify natural numbers with the corresponding binary numerals (constants). Usually it will be clear from the context whether we are talking about a number or a binary numeral. For instance, if we say that x is greater than y, then we obviously mean x and y as numbers; on the other hand, if we say that x is longer than y, then x and y are seen as numerals. Thus, 111 (seven) is greater but not longer than 100 (four).
If we write0 ,1,2, . . .
within formal expressions, they are to be understood as the terms 0, 0 ′ , 0 ′ ′ , . . ., respectively. Such terms will be referred to as the unary numerals. Occasionally, we may carelessly omitˆand simply write 0, 1, 2, . . ..
An n-ary (n ≥ 0) pterm 8 is an elementary formula p(y, x 1 , . . . , x n ) with all free variables as shown and one of such variables -y in the present case -designated as what we call the value variable of the pterm, such that PA proves ∀x 1 . . . ∀x n ∃!y τ (y, x 1 , . . . , x n ). Here, as always, ∃!y means "there is a unique y such that". We call x 1 , . . . , x n the argument variables of the pterm. If p(y, x) is a pterm, we shall usually refer to it as p( x) (or just p), changing Latin to Gothic and dropping the value variable y (or dropping all variables). Correspondingly, where F (y) is a formula, we write F p( x) to denote the formula ∃y p(y, x) ∧ F (y) , which, in turn, is equivalent to ∀y p(y, x) → F (y) . This sort of expressions, allowing us to syntactically treat pretms as if they were genuine terms of the language, are unambiguous in that all "disabbreviations" of them are provably equivalent in the system. Terminologically, genuine terms of L, such as (x 1 + x 2 ) × x 1 , will also count as pterms. Every n-ary pterm p(x 1 , . . . , x n ) represents -in the obvious sense -some PA-provably total n-ary function f (x 1 , . . . , x n ). For further notational and terminological convenience, in many contexts we shall identify pterms with the functions that they represent.
It is our convention that, unless otherwise specified, if we write a pterm as p(x 1 , . . . , x n ) or p( x) (as opposed to just p) when first mentioning it, we always imply that the displayed variables are pairwise distinct, and that they are exactly (all and only) the argument variables of the pterm. Similarly, if we write a function as f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) or f ( x) when first mentioning it, we imply that the displayed variables are pairwise distinct, and that f is an n-ary function that does not depend on any variables other than the displayed ones. A convention in this style does not apply to formulas though: when writing a formula as F ( x), we do not necessarily imply that all variables of x have free occurrences in the formula, or that all free variables of the formula are among x (but we still do imply that the displayed variables are distinct).
The language of PA is known to be very expressive, despite its nonlogical vocabulary's officially being limited to only 0, ′ , +, ×. Specifically, it allows us to express, in a certain standard way, all recursive functions and relations, and beyond. Relying on the common knowledge of the power of the language of PA, we will be using standard expressions such as x ≤ y, y > x, etc. in formulas as abbreviations of the corresponding proper expressions of the language. Similarly for pterms. So, for instance, if we write "x < 2 y ", it is officially to be understood as an abbreviation of a standard formula of PA saying that x is smaller than the yth power of 2.
In our metalanguage, |x| will refer to the length of (the binary numeral for) x. In other words, |x| = ⌈log 2 (x + 1)⌉, where, as always, ⌈z⌉ means the smallest integer t with z ≤ t. As in the case of other standard functions, the expression |x| will be simultaneously understood as a pterm naturally representing the function |x|. The delimiters "| . . . |" will automatically also be treated as parentheses, so, for instance, when f is a unary function or pterm, we will usually write "f |x|" to mean the same as the more awkward expression "f (|x|)" would normally mean. Further generalizing this notational convention, if x stands for an n-tuple (x 1 , . . . , x n ) (n ≥ 0) and we write τ | x|, it is to be understood as τ (|x 1 |, . . . , |x n |).
Among the other pterms/functions that we shall frequently use is (x) y , standing for ⌊x/2 y ⌋ mod 2, where, as always, ⌊z⌋ denotes the greatest integer t with z ≥ t. In other words, (x) y is the yth least significant bit of x. Here, as usual, the bit count starts from 0 rather than 1, and goes from right to left, i.e., from the least significant bit to the most significant bit; when y ≥ |x|, "the yth least significant bit of x", by convention, is 0. Sometimes we will talk about the yth most significant bit of x, where 1 ≤ y ≤ |x|. In this case we count bits from left to right, and the bit count starts from 1 rather than 0. So, for instance, 0 is the 4th least significant bit and, simultaneously, the 5th most significant bit, of 111101111. This number has a 99th least significant bit (which is 0), but it does not have a 99th (or even 10th) most significant bit.
One more abbreviation that we shall frequently use is Bit, defined by Bit(y, x) = def (x) y = 1.
Bounds
We say that a pterm p 2 is a syntactic variation of a pterm p 1 iff there is a function f from the set of (free and bound) variables of p 1 onto the set of (free and bound) variables of p 2 such that the following conditions are satisfied:
1. If x, y are two distinct variables of p 1 where at least one of them is bound, then f (x) = f (y).
2. The two pterms only differ from each other in that, wherever p 1 has a (free or bound) variable x, p 2 has the variable f (x) instead.
Example: y + z is a syntactic variation of x + y, and so is z + z. By a bound we shall mean a pterm p(x 1 , . . . , x n ) -which may as well be written simply as p( x) or p -satisfying (making true) the following monotonicity condition:
A boundclass means a set B of bounds closed under syntactic variation, in the sense that, if a given bound is in B, then so are all of its syntactic variations.
Where p is a pterm and F is a formula, we use the abbreviation ⊓x ≤ pF for ⊓x(x ≤ p → F ), ⊔x ≤ pF for ⊔x(x ≤ p ∧ F ), ⊓|x| ≤ pF for ⊓x(|x| ≤ p → F ), and ⊔|x| ≤ pF for ⊔x(|x| ≤ p ∧ F ). Similarly for the blind quantifiers ∀ and ∃. And similarly for < instead of ≤.
Let F be a formula and B a boundclass. We say that F is B-bounded iff every ⊓-subformula (resp. ⊔-subformula) of F has the form ⊓|z| ≤ b| s|H (resp. ⊔|z| ≤ b| s|H), where z, s are pairwise distinct variables not bound by ∀ or ∃ in F , and b( s) is a bound from B. By simply saying "bounded" we shall mean "B-bounded for some boundclass B".
A boundclass triple is a triple R = (R amplitude , R space , R time ) of boundclasses.
Axioms and rules
Every boundclass triple R and set A of sentences induces the theory CLA11 R A that we deductively define as follows.
The axioms of CLA11 R A , with x and y below being arbitrary two distinct variables, are: All Peano axioms;
⊓x⊔y(y = x ′ ), which we call the Successor axiom;
⊓x⊔y(y = |x|), which we call the Log axiom;
⊓x⊓y Bit(y, x) ⊔ ¬Bit(y, x) , which we call the Bit axiom;
(4) All sentences of A, which we call supplementary axioms.
The rules of inference of CLA11 R A are Logical Consequence, R-Induction, and R-Comprehension. These rules (here) are meant to deal exclusively with sentences, and correspondingly, in our schematic representations (7) and (8) of R-Induction and R-Comprehension below, each premise or conclusion H should be understood as its ⊓-closure ⊓H, with the prefix ⊓ dropped merely for readability.
The rule of Logical Consequence (every application/instance of this rule, to be more precise), abbreviated as LC, as already known from [45] , is
where E 1 , . . . , E n (n ≥ 0) and F are sentences such that CL12 proves the sequent E 1 , . . . , E n • -F . More generally, in concordance with the terminology established in [45] , we say that a parasentence F is a logical consequence of parasentences E 1 , . . . , E n iff CL12 proves E 1 , . . . , E n • -F . If here n = 0, we can simply say that F is logically valid.
The rule of R-Induction is
where x and s are pairwise distinct variables, F (x) is an R space -bounded formula, and b( s) is a bound from R time . We shall say that F (0) is the basis of induction, and F (x) → F (x ′ ) is the inductive step. Alternatively, we may refer to the two premises as the left premise and the right premise, respectively. The variable x has a special status here, and we say that the conclusion follows from the premises by RInduction on x. We shall refer to the formula-variable pair F (x) as the induction formula, and refer to the bound b( s) as the induction bound.
The rule of R-Comprehension is
, where x, y and s are pairwise distinct variables, p(y) is an elementary formula not containing x, and b( s) is a bound from R amplitude . We shall refer to the formulavariable pair p(y) as the comprehension formula, and refer to b( s) as the comprehension bound.
Oftentimes, when R is fixed in a context, we may simply say "Induction" and "Comprehension" instead of "R-Induction" and "R-Comprehension". Note that, of the three components of R, the rule of R-Induction only depends on R space and R time , while R-Comprehension only depends on R amplitude .
Provability
A sentence F is considered to be provable in CLA11 Generally, as in the above definition of provability and proofs, in the context of CLA11 R A we will only be interested in proving sentences. In (7) and (8), however, we wrote not-necessarily-closed formulas (premises and conclusions) and pointed out that they were to be understood as their ⊓-closures. For technical convenience, we continue this practice and agree that, whenever we write CLA11 R A ⊢ F (or say "F is provable") for a non-sentence F , it simply means that CLA11 R A ⊢ ⊓F . Similarly, when we say that F is a logical consequence of E 1 , . . . , E n , what we shall mean is that ⊓F is a logical consequence of ⊓E 1 , . . . , ⊓E n .
Similarly, when we say that a given strategy solves a given paraformula F , it is to be understood as that the strategy solves ⊓F (⊓F † , that is). To summarize, when dealing with CLA11 R A or reasoning within this system, any formula or paraformula with free variables should be understood as its ⊓-closure, unless otherwise specified or implied by the context. An exception is when F is an elementary paraformula and we say that F is true. This is to be understood as that the ∀-closure ∀F of F is true (in the standard model), for "truth" is only meaningful for elementary parasentences (which ⊓F generally would not be). An important fact on which we will often rely yet only implicitly so, is that the parasentence ∀F → ⊓F or the closed sequent ∀F • -⊓F is (always) CL12-provable. In view of the soundness of CL12 (Theorem 8.2 of [45] ), this means that whenever F an elementary paraformula and ∀F is true, ⊓F is automatically won by a strategy that does nothing.
Remark 2.1 Our choice of PA as the "elementary basis" of CLA11 R A -that is, as the classical theory whose axioms constitute the axiom group (1) of CLA11 R A -is rather arbitrary, and its only explanation is that PA is the best known and easiest-to-deal-with recursively enumerable theory. Otherwise, for the purposes of this paper, a much weaker elementary basis would suffice. It is interesting to understand exactly what weak subtheories of PA are sufficient as elementary bases of CLA11 R A , but we postpone to the future any attempts to answer this question. Our choice of the language L is also arbitrary, and the results of this paper, as typically happens in similar cases, generalize to a wide range of "sufficiently expressive" languages.
As PA is well known and well studied, we safely assume that the reader has a good feel for what it can prove, so we do not usually further justify PA-provability claims that we make. A reader less familiar with PA, can take it as a rule of thumb that, despite Gödel's incompleteness theorems, PA proves every true number-theoretic fact that a contemporary high school student can establish, or that mankind was or could be aware of before 1931. One fact worth noting at this point is that, due to the presence of the axiom group (1) and the rule of LC, CLA11 R A proves every sentence provable in PA.
Regularity
Let B be a set of bounds. We define the linear closure of B as the smallest boundclass C such that the following conditions are satisfied:
• B ⊆ C;
• 0 ∈ C;
• whenever a bound b is in C, so is the bound b ′ ;
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• whenever two bounds b and c are in C, so is the bound b + c.
The polynomial closure of B is defined as the smallest boundclass C that satisfies the above four conditions and, in addition, also satisfies the following condition:
• whenever two bounds b and c are in C, so is the bound b × c.
Correspondingly, we say that B is linearly closed (resp. polynomially closed) iff B is the same as its linear (resp. polynomial) closure.
. . , x m ) and c = c( y) = c(y 1 , . . . , y n ) be functions or pterms understood as functions. We write b c iff m = n and b( a) ≤ c( a) is true for all constants a. Next, where B and C are boundclasses, we write b C to mean that b c for some c ∈ C, and write B C to mean that b C for all b ∈ B. Finally, where a 1 , s 1 , t 1 , a 2 , s 2 , t 2 are bounds, we write (a 1 , s 1 , t 1 ) (a 2 , s 2 , t 2 ) to mean that a 1 a 2 , s 1 s 2 and t 1 t 2 .
Definition 2.2
We say that a boundclass triple R is regular iff the following conditions are satisfied: 2. R amplitude is at least linear, R space is at least logarithmic, and R time is at least polynomial. This is in the sense that, for any variable x, we have x R amplitude , |x| R space and x, x 2 , x 3 , . . . R time .
3. All three components of R are linearly closed and, in addition, R time is also polynomially closed.
For each component B ∈ {R
amplitude , R space , R time } of R, whenever b(x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a bound in B and c 1 , . . . , c n ∈ R amplitude ∪ R space , we have b(c 1 , . . . , c n ) B.
For every triple
Our use of the "Big-O" notation below and elsewhere is standard. One of several equivalent ways to define it is to say that, given any two n-ary functions -or pterms seen as functions -f ( x) and g( y), f ( x) = O(g( y)) (or simply f = O(g)) means that there is a natural number k such that f ( a) ≤ kg( a) + k for all n-tuples a of natural numbers. If we say "O(g) amplitude", it is to be understood as "f amplitude for some f with f = O(g)". Similarly for space and time.
Proof. Assume the conditions of the lemma. The condition f = O(b) means that, for some number k,
Remark 2.4 When R is a regular boundclass triple, the above lemma allows us to safely rely on asymptotic ("Big-O") terms and asymptotic analysis when trying to show that a given machine M runs in time R time . Namely, it is sufficient to show that M runs in time O(b) for some b ∈ R time or even just b R time . Similarly for space and amplitude.
Definition 2.5 We say that a theory CLA11
R A is regular iff the boundclass triple R is regular and, in addition, the following conditions are satisfied:
1. Every sentence of A has an R tricomplexity solution. Here, if A is infinite, we additionally require that there is an effective procedure that returns an R tricomplexity solution for each sentence of A.
2. For every bound b( x) from R amplitude ∪ R space ∪ R time and every (=some) variable z not occurring in b( x), CLA11 R A proves ⊔z(z = b| x|).
Main result
By an (arithmetical) problem in this paper we mean a game G such that, for some sentence X, G = X † (remember that † is the standard interpretation). Such a sentence X is said to be a representation of G. We say that a problem G is representable in CLA11 R A and write
The truth arithmetic, denoted T h(N ), is the set of all true elementary sentences. 11 We agree that, whenever A is a set of (not necessarily elementary) sentences, A! is an abbreviation defined by
In these terms, the central theorem of the present paper reads as follows: Proof. The completeness ("only if") parts of clauses 1 and 2 will be proven in [47] (Sections 3 and 4, respectively), and the soundness ("if") part of either clause is immediately implied by clause 3.
Assuming that CLA11 R A is regular, clause 3 can be verified by induction on the number of steps in an extended CLA11 R A! -proof of X. The basis of this induction is a rather straightforward observation that all axioms have R tricomplexity solutions. Namely, in the case of Peano axioms (as well as elementary sentences from A!, by the way) such a "solution" is simply a machine that does nothing. All axioms from A have R tricomplexity solutions by condition 1 of Definition 2.5. Finally, axioms (2), (3) and (4) can be easily seen to have linear amplitude, logarithmic space and polynomial (in fact, linear) time solutions and, in view of conditions 2 and 3 of Definition 2.2, such solutions are automatically also R tricomplexity solutions. As for the inductive step, it is taken care of by the later-proven Theorems 3.1, 4.1 and 6.1, according to which the rules of Logical Consequence, R-Comprehension and R-Induction preserve -in a constructive sense -the property of having an R tricomplexity solution.
Soundness of Logical Consequence
Theorem 3.1 Consider any regular boundclass triple R. There is an (R-independent) effective procedure Proof. Such an effective procedure is nothing but the one whose existence is stated in Theorem 11.1 of [45] . Consider an arbitrary CL12-proof P of an arbitrary L-sequent E 1 , . . . , E n • -F , and arbitrary HPMs N 1 , . . . , N n . Let M be the HPM constructed for/from these parameters by the above procedure.
Assume R is a regular boundclass triple, and N 1 , . . . , N n are R tricomplexity solutions of E 1 , . . . , E n , respectively. All three components of R are linearly closed (condition 3 of Definition 2.2) and, being boundclasses, they are also closed under syntactic variation. This means that, for some common triple a(x), s(x), t(x) ∈ R amplitude × R space × R time of unary bounds, all n machines run in tricomplexity (a, s, t).
That is, we have:
. . , n}, N i is an a amplitude, s space and t time solution of E i .
In view of conditions 2, and 5 of Definition 2.2, we may further assume that:
(iv) For any x, t(x) ≥ x and t(x) ≥ s(x). Now, remembering that E i stands for E † i , our condition (i) is the same as condition (i) of Theorem 11.1 of [45] with † in the role of * . Next, taking into account that 0 is the only constant that may appear in the L-sequent E 1 , . . . , E n • -F and hence the native magnitude of the latter is 0, our condition (ii) is the same as condition (ii) of Theorem 11.1 of [45] . Finally, our conditions (iii) and (iv) are the same as conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 11.1 of [45] . Then, according to that theorem, there are numbers b and 
Soundness of Comprehension
Theorem 4.1 Consider any regular boundclass triple R. There is an (R-independent) effective procedure that takes an arbitrary application 13 of R-Comprehension, an arbitrary HPM N and constructs an HPM M such that, if N is an R tricomplexity solution of the premise, then M is an R tricomplexity solution of the conclusion.
The rest of this section is devoted to a proof of the above theorem. Consider a regular boundclass triple R. Further consider an HPM N , and an application (8) of R-Comprehension. Let v = v 1 , . . . , v n be a list of all free variables of p(y) other than y, and let us correspondingly rewrite (8) as
By condition 1 of Definition 2.2, from the bound b( s) we can effectively extract an R tricomplexity solution of ⊓⊔z(z = b| s|). Fix such a solution/algorithm and call it Algo.
Assume N is an (a, s, t) ∈ R amplitude × R space × R time tricomplexity solution of the premise of (10). We want to construct an R tricomplexity solution M for the conclusion of (10) . It should be noted that, while our claim of M's being an R tricomplexity solution of the conclusion of (10) relies on the assumption that we have just made regarding N , our construction of M itself does not depend on that assumption. It should also be noted that we construct M as a single-work-tape machine. This is how M works. At the beginning, it puts the symbol # into its buffer. Then it waits till Environment specifies constants a and b for the free variables s and v of the conclusion of (10) .
14 This brings the game down to ⊔|x| ≤ b| a|∀y < b| a| Bit(y, x) ↔ p(y, b) . Now, using Algo, M computes and remembers the value c of b| a|. Condition 5 of Definition 2.2 guarantees that c can be remembered with R space space. Thus, recalling that Algo runs in R tricomplexity, the steps taken by M so far do not take us beyond R and hence, in view of Remark 2.4, can be ignored in our asymptotic analysis when arguing that M runs in R tricomplexity. After these initial steps, M starts acting according to the following procedure:
Procedure Routine:
Step 1. If c = 0, enter a move state and retire. Otherwise, if c ≥ 1, simulate the play of the premise of (10) by N in the scenario where, at the very beginning of the play, N 's adversary chose the same constants b for the variables v as Environment did in the real play of the conclusion and, additionally, chose j for y, where j = c − 1. If (when) the simulation shows that, at some point, N chose the ⊔ -disjunct ¬p(j, b), decrement the value of c by 1 and repeat the present step. And if (when) the simulation shows that, at some point, N chose the ⊔ -disjunct p(j, b), decrement the value of c by 1, put the bit 1 into the buffer, and go to Step 2.
Step 2. If c = 0, enter a move state and retire. Otherwise, if c ≥ 1, simulate the play of the premise of (10) by N in the scenario where, at the very beginning of the play, N 's adversary chose the same constants b for the variables v as Environment did in the real play of the conclusion and, additionally, chose j for y, where j = c − 1. If (when) the simulation shows that, at some point, N chose the ⊔ -disjunct ¬p(j, b) (resp. p(j, b)), decrement the value of c by 1, put the bit 0 (resp. 1) into the buffer, and repeat the present step.
It is not hard to see that, what M did while following the above routine was that it constructed, in its buffer, the constant d with |d| ≤ b| a| ∧ ∀y < b| a| Bit(y, d) ↔ p(y, b) , and then made #d as its only move in the play. This means that M is a solution of the conclusion of (10), as desired. And, of course, (the procedure of) our construction of M is effective. It thus remains to see that M runs in R tricomplexity. In what follows, we implicitly rely on Remark 2.4, the monotonicity of bounds and the obvious fact that the background of any cycle of the simulated N does not exceed the background of (the cycles of) M throughout its work within Routine. The latter is the case because all moves that reside on N 's imaginary run tape -namely, the moves (containing) b -also reside on M's run tape.
Since #d is the only move that M makes, our earlier observation |d| ≤ b| a| immediately implies that M runs in amplitude b ∈ R amplitude , as desired.
Next, observe that the space that M consumes while performing Routine is just the space needed to remember the value of the variable c, plus the space needed to simulate N . The value of c never exceeds b| a|, remembering which, as we have already observed, does not take us beyond the target R space . In order to simulate N , M does not need to keep track (on its work tape) of N 's run tape, because information on that content is available on M's own run tape. So, M (essentially) only needs to keep track of N 's work-tape contents. By our assumption, N runs in space s. Therefore, keeping track of its work-tape contents takes O(s) space, which is again within R space . To summarize, M runs in space R space , as desired.
Finally, taking into account that N runs in time t and space s, it is clear that the time needed for any given iteration of either step of Routine is O(t × s). This is so because simulating each step of N takes O(s) time, and there are O(t) steps to simulate. Altogether, there are O(b) iterations of either Step 1 or Step 2 of Routine. So, M runs in time O(t × s × b). Then, in view of the fact that both s ∈ R space R time and b ∈ R amplitude R time (condition 5 of Definition 2.2), we find that M runs in time O(t × t 1 × t 2 ) for some t 1 , t 2 ∈ R time . But R time is polynomially closed (condition 3 of Definition 2.2), thus containing t × t 1 × t 2 . So, M runs in time R time , as desired.
Providence, prudence, quasilegality and unconditionality
In this section we establish certain terminology and facts necessary for our subsequent proof of the soundness of the induction rule.
A numeric (lab)move means a (lab)move ending in #b for some constant b. We shall refer to such a b as the numer of the (lab)move. To make the "numer" function total, we stipulate that the numer of a non-numeric move is 0 (is the empty string ǫ, that is).
Consider a bounded formula F . Let n be the number of occurrences of choice quantifiers in F , and b 1 ( z 1 ), . . . , b n ( z n ) be the bounds used in those occurrences. Let f (z) be the unarification (cf. [45] , Section 12) of max(b 1 ( z 1 ), . . . , b n ( z n )). Here and elsewhere, as expected, max(x 1 , . . . , x n ) stands for the greatest of the numbers x 1 , . . . , x n , and is understood as 0 if n = 0. Finally, let G be the function defined by
. 15 Then we call the functions f and G the subaggregate bound and the superaggregate bound 16 of F , respectively.
Lemma 5.1 Assume R is a regular boundclass triple, F is an R space -bounded formula, and G is the superaggregate bound of F . Then G R space .
Proof. Assume the conditions of the lemma. Further let n,
, f be as in the paragraph preceding Lemma 5.1. Take a note of the fact that b 1 ( z 1 ), . . . , b n ( z n ) ∈ R space . If all tuples z 1 , . . . , z n are empty, then (f and hence) G is a constant function and, by the linear closure of R space , G R space . Suppose now at least one of the tuples z 1 , . . . , z n is nonempty. Pick one variable z among z 1 , . . . , z n , and consider the pterm u(z) obtained from b 1 ( z 1 ) + . . . + b n ( z n ) as a result of replacing all variables z 1 , . . . , z n by z. Since R space is closed under syntactic variation as well as under +, we have u(z) ∈ R space . But
Recall from [45] that a provident computation branch of a given HPM M is one containing infinitely many configurations with empty buffer contents (intuitively meaning that M has actually made all moves that it has ever started to construct in its buffer). Then, given a constant game G, M is said to play G providently iff every computation branch of M that spells a ⊥-legal run of G is provident. And M is a provident solution of G iff M is a solution of G and plays it providently.
Let H( y) = H(y 1 , . . . , y n ) be a bounded formula with all free variables displayed, G be the superaggregate bound of H( y), and c = c 1 , . . . , c n be an n-tuple of constants. We say that a move α is a prudent move of H( c) iff the size of the numer of α does not exceed G| max( c)|. The H( c)-prudentization of α is defined as the following move α ′ . If α is a prudent move of H( c), then α ′ = α. Suppose now α is not a prudent move of H( c), meaning that α is a numeric move β#b with an "oversized" numer b. In this case we stipulate that α ′ = β#a, where a (as a bitstring) is the longest initial segment of b such that β#a is a prudent move of H( c).
Further consider any run Γ and either player ℘ ∈ {⊤, ⊥}. We say that Γ is a ℘-prudent run of H( c) iff all ℘-labeled moves of Γ are prudent moves of H( c). When we simply say "prudent" without indicating a player, it means both ⊤-prudent and ⊥-prudent.
Further consider any machine M. By saying that M plays H( c) prudently, we shall mean that, whenever ⊥c 1 , . . . , ⊥c n , Γ is a ⊥-legal run of ⊓H( y) generated by M, Γ is a ⊤-prudent run of H( c). On the other hand, when we say that M plays H( y) prudently, we mean that, for any n-tuple c of constants,
M plays H( c) prudently. A prudent solution of H( y) means an HPM that wins H( y) -wins ⊓H( y), that is -and plays H( y) prudently.
Lemma 5.2
There is an effective procedure that takes an arbitrary bounded formula H( y), an arbitrary HPM N and constructs an HPM L such that, for any regular boundclass triple R, if H( y) is R space -bounded and N is an R tricomplexity solution of H( y), then L is a provident and prudent R tricomplexity solution of H( y).
Proof idea.
L is a machine that waits till ⊓H( y) is brought down to H( c) for some constants c and then, through simulating and mimicking N within the specified complexity constraints, plays H( c) just as N would play it, with essentially the only difference that each (legal) move α made by N is made by L in the prudentized form α ′ . This does not decrease the chances of L (compared with those of N ) to win: imprudent moves are at best inconsequential and at worst disadvantageous (resulting in a loss of the corresponding subgame) for a player, so, if the machine wins the game while it makes the imprudent move α, it would just as well (and "even more so") win the game if it had made the prudent move α ′ instead. This is how prudence is achieved. As for providence, L achieves it by never putting anything into its buffer unless it has already decided to make a move, after seeing that the simulated N has moved.
Of course, the above strategy may yield some discrepancies between the contents of L's run tape and N 's imaginary run tape: it is possible that the latter is showing a (⊤-labeled) move α while the former is showing only a proper prefix (prudentization) α ′ of α. To neutralize this problem, every time the simulated N is trying to read some symbol b of α on its run tape, L finds b through resimulating the corresponding portion of the work of N . This, of course, results in L's being slower than N ; yet, due to R's being regular, things can be arranged so that the running time of L still remains within the admissible limits.
A detailed proof of Lemma 5.2, which materializes the above idea, is given in Appendix B of [47] . It can be omitted rather safely by a reader so inclined. The same applies to the forthcoming Lemma 5.4, whose proof idea is presented in this section and whose relatively detailed proof is given in Appendix A of [47] .
When Γ is a run, we let
denote the result of deleting in Γ all ⊥-labeled (resp. ⊤-labeled) moves. For a constant game A and run Γ, we say that Γ is a ⊤-quasilegal (resp. ⊥-quasilegal) run of A iff there is a legal run ∆ of A such that ∆ ⊤ = Γ ⊤ (resp. ∆ ⊥ = Γ ⊥ ). If we say "quasilegal" without the prefix "⊤-" or "⊥-", it is to be understood as "both ⊤-quasilegal and ⊥-quasilegal". We say that an HPM M plays A quasilegally iff every run generated by M is a ⊤-quasilegal run of A. A quasilegal solution of A is a solution of A that plays A quasilegally.
Our definitions of "M plays . . . providently" and "M plays . . . prudently", just like our earlier [45] definitions of running within given complexity bounds, only look at (computation branches that spell) ⊥-legal runs of a given game. Below we define stronger -"unconditional" -versions of such concepts, where the adversary's having made an illegal move is no longer an excuse for the player to stop acting in the expected manner. Namely:
We say that an HPM M plays unconditionally providently, or that M is unconditionally provident, iff all computation branches of M are provident (note that the game that is being played is no longer relevant).
Consider an HPM M, a bounded formula H = H( y) = H(y 1 , . . . , y n ) with all free variables displayed, and an n-tuple c = c 1 , . . . , c n of constants. We say that M plays H( c) unconditionally prudently iff, whenever ⊥c 1 , . . . , ⊥c n , Γ is a run (whether it be ⊥-legal or not) generated by M, Γ is a ⊤-prudent run of H( c). Next, when we say that M plays H( y) unconditionally prudently, we mean that, for any n-tuple c of constants, M plays H( c) unconditionally prudently.
The following definition of the unconditional versions of our complexity concepts is obtained from Definition 5.2 of [45] by simply dropping the condition "⊥-legal" on the plays considered, and also removing any mention of a game A that is being played because the latter is no longer relevant. Definition 5.3 Let M be an HPM, and h a unary arithmetical function (if h is not unary, then it should be replaced by its unarification according to Convention 12.2 of [45] ). We say that:
1. M runs (plays) in unconditional amplitude h iff, in every computation branch of M, whenever M makes a move α, the magnitude of α does not exceed h(ℓ), where ℓ is the background of α;
2. M runs (plays) in unconditional space h iff, in every computation branch of M, the spacecost of any given clock cycle c does not exceed h(ℓ), where ℓ is the background of c;
3. M runs (plays) in unconditional time h iff, in every computation branch of M, whenever M makes a move α, the timecost of α does not exceed h(ℓ), where ℓ is the background of α.
The above definition and the related concepts naturally -in the same way as in the old, "conditional" cases -extend from bounds (as functions) to boundclasses, as well as bound triples or boundclass triples.
For instance, where C is a boundclass, we say that M runs (plays) in unconditional time C iff it runs in unconditional time h for some h ∈ C; where R is a boundclass triple, we say that M runs (plays) in unconditional tricomplexity R iff it (simultaneously) runs in unconditional amplitude R amplitude , unconditional space R space and unconditional time R time ; etc.
Lemma 5.4
There is an effective procedure that takes an arbitrary bounded formula H( y), an arbitrary HPM L and constructs an HPM M such that, as long as L is a provident solution of H( y), the following conditions are satisfied:
1. M is a quasilegal and unconditionally provident solution of H( y). 2. If L plays H( y) prudently, then M plays H( y) unconditionally prudently. 3. For any arithmetical functions a, s, t, if L plays H( y) in tricomplexity (a, s, t), then M plays in unconditional tricomplexity (a, s, t).
Proof idea. In our preliminary attempt of constructing M, we let it be a machine that works exactly like L, except that M retires as soon as it detects that the play has gone illegal. This way, unlike L, M is precluded from using Environment's illegal actions as an excuse for some undesirable behavior of its own, such as making inherently illegal or oversized moves, or using excessive resources. That is, while L "behaves well" only on the condition of Environment playing legally, M is guaranteed to "behave well" unconditionally, because in legal cases M's behavior coincides with that of L, and in illegal cases M simply does not "behave" at all. An unretired or not-yet-retired M consumes exactly the same amount of time and space as L does, because keeping track of whether the play has gone illegal only requires maintaining a certain bounded amount of information, which can be done through state (rather than work-tape) memory and hence done without any time or space overhead whatsoever. The only problem with the above solution is that M's buffer may not necessarily be empty at the time we want it to retire, and if so, then M is not unconditionally provident. This minor complication is neutralized by letting M, before retiring, extend (if necessary) the buffer content to a shortest possible move adding which to the already generated run does not destroy its ⊤-quasilegality, and then empty the buffer by making such a move in the play.
In what follows, we will be using the word "reasonable" ("reasonably") as an abbreviation of "quasilegal(ly) and unconditionally prudent(ly)". "Unreasonable" ("unreasonably"), as expected, means "not reasonable" ("not reasonably"). We can now strengthen Lemma 5.2 as follows:
There is an effective procedure that takes an arbitrary bounded formula H( y), an arbitrary HPM N and constructs an HPM M such that, for any regular boundclass triple R, if H( y) is R spacebounded and N is an R tricomplexity solution of H( y), then M is a reasonable, unconditionally provident and unconditionally R tricomplexity solution of H( y).
Proof. Immediately from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4.
Soundness of Induction
Theorem 6.1 Consider any regular boundclass triple R. There is an (R-independent) effective procedure that takes an arbitrary application of R-Comprehension, arbitrary HPMs N , K and constructs an HPM M such that, if N and K are R tricomplexity solutions of the two premises, then M is an R tricomplexity solution of the conclusion.
The rest of this long section is devoted to a proof of the above theorem. Consider any regular boundclass triple R and any application (7) of R-Induction. Assume
-fix this number v -are exactly the free variables of F (x) other than x listed in the lexicographic order, and let us correspondingly rewrite (7) as
Further, assume that N and K are R tricomplexity solutions of the first and the second premise of (11), respectively. In view of Lemma 5.5, we may and will assume that N and K are reasonable, unconditionally provident and unconditionally R tricomplexity solutions of the corresponding premises. In view of the closure of all three components of R under syntactic variation, in combination with the other relevant closure conditions from Definition 2.2, there is one common triple (a, s, t) ∈ R amplitude × R space × R time of unary bounds -which we fix for the rest of this section -such that both N and K run in unconditional (a, s, t) tricomplexity.
We want to (show how to effectively) construct an R tricomplexity solution M of the conclusion of (11). It is important to point out that, as in the case of Comprehension, our construction of M does not rely on the assumptions on N and K that we have just made. Also, the pathological case of F (x, v) having no free occurrences of x is trivial and, for the sake of simplicity, we exclude it from our considerations. M will be designed as a machine with a single work tape.
As usual in such cases, we adopt the Clean Environment Assumption (cf. Section 8 of [45] ), according to which M's adversary never makes illegal moves of the game under consideration.
At the beginning, our M waits for Environment to choose constants for all free variables of the conclusion of (11) . We rule out the possibility that the adversary never does so, because then M is an automatic winner trivially running in zero amplitude, zero space and zero time unless it deliberately tries not to. For the rest of this section, assume k is the constant chosen for the variable x, c = c 1 , . . . , c v are the constants chosen for v, and d are the constants chosen for s. Since the case of k = 0 is straightforward and not worth paying separate attention, for further simplicity considerations we will assume for the rest of this section that k ≥ 1. From now on, we shall write
as an abbreviation of F (x, c).
The above event of Environment's initial choice of constants brings the conclusion of (11) down to
M computes b| d| and compares it with k. By condition 1 of Definition 2.2, this can be done in space R space and time R time . If k ≤ b| d| is false, M retires, obviously being the winner and satisfying the expected complexity conditions. For the rest of this section, we rule out this straightforward case and, in the scenarios that we consider, assume that k ≤ b| d| is true.
We shall write H 0 as an abbreviation of the phrase "N in the scenario where the adversary, at the beginning of the play, has chosen the constants c for the variables v ". So, for instance, when saying that H 0 moves on cycle t, it is to be understood as that, in the above scenario, N moves on cycle t. As we see, strictly speaking, H 0 is not a separate "machine" but rather it is just N in a certain partially fixed scenario. 17 Yet, for convenience and with some abuse of language, in the sequel we may terminologically and even conceptually treat H 0 as if it was a machine in its own right -namely, the machine that works just like N does in the scenario where the adversary, at the beginning of the play, has chosen the constants c for the variables v. Similarly, for any n ≥ 1, we will write H n for the "machine" that works just like K does in the scenario where the adversary, at the beginning of the play, has chosen the constants c for the variables v and the constant n − 1 for the variable x. So, H 0 (thought of as a machine) wins the constant game F ′ (0) and, for each n ≥ 1, H n wins the constant game F ′ (n − 1) → F ′ (n). In the same style as the notation H n is used, we write M k for the "machine" that works just like M does after the above event of Environment's having chosen k, c and d for x, v and s, respectively. So, in order to complete our description of M, it will suffice to simply define M k and say that, after Environment has chosen constants for all free variables of the conclusion of (11), M continues playing like ("turns itself into") M k . Correspondingly, in showing that M wins ⊓ x ≤ b| s| → F (x, v) , it will be sufficient to show
Remark 6.2 It should be noted that our treating of H 0 , . . . , H k and M k as "machines" may occasionally generate some ambiguity or terminological inconsistencies, for which the author wants to apologize in 17 The beginning of that scenario is fixed but the continuations may vary.
advance. For instance, when talking about the content of H 0 's run tape or the run spelled by a given computation branch of H 0 , N 's adversary's initial moves ⊥c 1 , . . . , ⊥c v may or may not be meant to be included. Such ambiguities or inconsistencies, however, can usually be easily resolved based on the context.
In the informal description below, we use the term "synchronizing" to mean applying copycat between two (sub)games of the form A and ¬A. This means mimicking one player's moves in A as the other player's moves in ¬A, and vice versa. The effect achieved this way is that the games to which A and ¬A eventually evolve (the final positions hit by them, that is) will be of the form A ′ and ¬A ′ -that is, one will remain the negation of the other, so that one will be won by a given player iff the other is lost by the same player.
The idea underlying the work of M k can be summarized by saying that what M k does is a synchronization between k + 2 games, real or imaginary (simulated). Namely:
• It synchronizes the imaginary play of F ′ (0) by H 0 with the antecedent of the imaginary play of
• For each n with 1 ≤ n < k, it synchronizes the consequent of the imaginary play of F ′ (n − 1) → F ′ (n) by H n with the antecedent of the imaginary play of
• It (essentially) synchronizes the consequent of the imaginary play of
Therefore, since H 0 wins F ′ (0) and each H n with 1 ≤ n ≤ k wins
If space complexity was of no concern, a synchronization in the above-outlined style could be achieved by simulating all imaginary plays in parallel. Our general case does not allow us doing so though, and synchronization should be conducted in a very careful way. Namely, a parallel simulation of all plays is not possible, because there are up to b| s| simulations to perform, and there is no guarantee that this does not take us beyond the R space space limits. So, instead, simulations should be performed is some sequential rather than parallel manner, with subsequent simulations recycling the space used by the previous ones, and with the overall procedure keeping forgetting the results of most previous simulations and recomputing the same information over and over many times. We postpone our description of how M k exactly works to Subsection 6.4, after having elaborated all necessary preliminaries in Subsections 6.1-6.3.
Soon enough or never
Notation 6.3 We agree that throughout the rest of Section 6:
1. l denotes the length |a| of the greatest constant a among k, c, d.
2. e ⊤ (resp. e ⊥ ) is the maximum number of ⊤-labeled (resp. ⊥-labeled) moves in any legal run of F ′ (0), and e = e ⊤ + e ⊥ .
3. G is the superaggregate bound of
where v, as we remember, is the number of variables in v, and:
• r is the maximum number of states of the two machines N and K;
• g is the maximum number of work tapes of the two machines N and K;
• q is the maximum number of symbols that may ever appear on any of the tapes of the two machines N and K;
• h is the length of the longest string β containing no # such that β is a prefix of some move of some legal run of F ′ (0).
In the sequel, we may say about a machine or its adversary that it plays so and so (reasonably, prudently, etc.) without mentioning the context-setting game that is played. As expected, it will be understood that, in such cases, the game is:
, respectively. Whenever we say that H n 's adversary plays quasilegally, we shall mean that we are only considering the runs Γ generated by H n (i.e. runs Υ 0 , Γ generated by N and runs Υ n , Γ generated by K) such that Γ is a ⊥-quasilegal run of
Similarly for the adversary's playing unconditionally prudently or reasonably. By the symbolwise length of a position Φ we shall mean the number of cells that Φ takes when spelled on the run tape. Similarly for labmoves.
Lemma 6.4 For any n ∈ {0, . . . , k}, at any time in any play by H n , as long as H n 's adversary plays reasonably, the symbolwise length of the position spelled on the run tape of H n does not exceed
Proof. Any position spelled on the run tape of H n looks like Υ n , Γ . The symbolwise length of the Υ n part is at most (v + 1) × (l + 2), with v + 1 being the (maximum) number of labmoves in Υ n and l + 2 being the maximum symbolwise length of each labmove, including the prefix ⊥#. By our assumption, H n 18 plays reasonably. The present lemma additionally assumes that so does H n 's adversary. If so, it is obvious that the symbolwise length of no labmove in the Γ part can exceed G(l) + h + 2; and there are at most 2e such labmoves. The symbolwise length of the Γ part is thus at most 2e G(l) + h + 2 .
The following lemma states that the H n s move soon enough or never, with L acting as a "statute of limitations" function: Proof. Assume the conditions of the lemma and, remembering that (not only H n 's adversary but also) H n plays reasonably, answer the following question: How many different configurations of H n -ignoring the buffer content component -are there that may emerge in the play between (including) steps c and c + L(l, u)? We claim that this quantity cannot exceed L(l, u). Indeed, there are at most r possibilities for the state component of such a configuration. These possibilities are accounted for by the 1st of the five factors of L(l, u). Next, clearly there are at most (u + 1) g possibilities for the locations of the work-tape heads, 19 which is accounted for by the 2nd factor of L(l, u). Next, in view of Lemma 6.4, there are at most (v + 1) × (l + 2) + 2e G(l) + h + 2 + 1 possible locations of the run-tape head, and this number is accounted for by the 3rd factor of L(l, u). Next, obviously there are at most q gu possibilities for the contents of the g work tapes, and this number is accounted for by the 4th factor of L(l, u). Finally, obviously the run-tape content can change (be extended) at most 2e times, and this number is accounted for by the 5th factor of L(l, u). Thus, there are at most L(l, u) possible configurations (ignoring the buffer content component), as promised. If so, some configuration repeats itself between steps c and c + L(l, u), meaning that H n is in a loop which will be repeated again and again forever. Within that loop H n makes no moves, for otherwise the run-tape-content component of the configurations would keep changing (expanding).
The procedure Sim
We define an organ to be a pair O = ( α, p), where α, called the payload of O, is a (possibly empty) finite sequence of moves, and p, called the scale of O, is a positive integer.
18 N (if n ≥ 1) or K (if n = 0), to be more precise. 19 Remember that a scanning head of an HPM can never move beyond the leftmost blank cell.
A signed organ S is −O or +O, where O is an organ. In the first case we say that S is negative, and in the second case we say that it is positive. The payload and the scale of such an S mean those of O.
A body is a tuple B = (O 1 , . . . , O s ) of organs. The number s is said to be the size of such a body B.
A Sim-appropriate triple is (A, B, n), where n ∈ {0, . . . , k}, B is a nonempty body, and A is a body required to be empty if n = 0.
Our M k simulates the work of the machines H 0 , . . . , H k through running the procedure Sim defined below. This procedure takes a Sim-appropriate triple (A, B, n) as an argument, and returns a pair (S, u), where S is a signed organ and u is a natural number. We indicate this relationship by writing Sim n (A, B) = (S, u). We usually understand Sim n as the two-argument procedure -and/or the corresponding function -resulting from fixing the third argument of Sim to n. Similarly for the later-defined Sim
We first take a brief informal look at Sim n with 1 ≤ n ≤ k (Sim 0 needs to be considered separately). Assume A = ( α 1 , p 1 ), . . . , ( α a , p a ) and B = ( β 1 , q 1 ), . . . , ( β b , q b ) . The argument (A, B) determines the scenario of the work of H n that needs to be simulated. In this scenario, the moves made by H n 's adversary in the antecedent (resp. consequent) of F ′ (n − 1) → F ′ (n) come from α 1 , . . . , α a (resp. β 1 , . . . , β b ). The simulation starts by "fetching" the organ ( β 1 , q 1 ) from B and tracing the first q 1 steps of H n in the scenario where, at the very beginning of the play, i.e., on clock cycle 0, the adversary made the moves β 1 in the consequent of F ′ (n − 1) → F ′ (n), all at once. Which organ is fetched next depends on how things have evolved so far, namely, on whether within the above q 1 steps H n has responded by a nonempty or empty sequence ν of moves in the consequent of
If ν = , then the next organ to be fetched will be the first not-yet-fetched organ of B, i.e. ( β 2 , q 2 ); and if ν = , then the next organ to be fetched will be the first not-yet-fetched organ of A, i.e. ( α 1 , p 1 ). After fetching such an organ ( δ, r) ∈ {( β 2 , q 2 ), ( α 1 , p 1 )}, the simulation of H n rolls back to the point w at which H n made its last move (if there are no such moves, then w = 0), and continues from there for additional r steps in the scenario where, at the very beginning of the episode, i.e. at step w, H n 's imaginary adversary responded by the moves δ, all at once, in the corresponding component (consequent if ν = and antecedent if ν = ) of
As in the preceding case, what to fetch next -the leftmost not-yet-fetched organ of B or that of A -depends on whether within the above r steps (i.e., steps w through w + r) H n responds by a nonempty or an empty sequence of moves in the consequent of F ′ (n − 1) → F ′ (n). And similarly for the subsequent steps: whenever H n responds to the last series β i (resp. α i ) of the imaginary adversary's moves with a nonempty sequence ν of moves in the consequent of F ′ (n − 1) → F ′ (n) within q i (resp. p i ) steps, the next organ ( δ, r) to be fetched will be the first not-yet-fetched organ of B; otherwise such a ( δ, r) will be the first not-yet-fetched organ of A. In either case, the simulation of H n rolls back to the point w at which H n made its last move, and continues from there for additional r steps in the scenario where, at step w, H n 's imaginary adversary responded by the moves δ in the corresponding component (consequent if ν = and antecedent if ν = ) of the game. The overall procedure ends when it tries to fetch the next not-yet-fetched organ of A (resp. B) but finds that there are no such organs remaining. Then the S part of the output (S, u) of Sim n (A, B) is stipulated to be −( σ, r) (resp. +( σ, r)), where σ is the sequence of moves made by H n in the antecedent (resp. consequent) of F ′ (n − 1) → F ′ (n) since the last organ of A (resp. B) was fetched, and r is the scale of that organ. As for the u part of the output (S, u), in either case it is simply the maximum number of non-blank cells on any (any one) work tape of H n at the end of the simulated episode.
The case of Sim 0 ((), B) is similar but simpler. In fact, Sim 0 ((), B) is a special case of Sim n (A, B) if we think of F ′ (0) as the implication F ′ (−1) → F ′ (0) with the dummy antecedent F ′ (−1) = ⊤. In order to be able to define Sim 0 or Sim n (1 ≤ n ≤ k) more formally, we need a couple of notational conventions.
When α = α 1 , . . . , α s is a sequence of moves, ω is a string over the keyboard alphabet (such as, say, "0.", "1." or the empty string) and ℘ is one of the players ⊤ or ⊥, we shall write ℘ω α for the run ℘ωα 1 , . . . , ℘ωα s .
Next, when W is a configuration of H n (0 ≤ n ≤ k) and Θ is a finite sequence of labmoves, we shall write W ⊕ Θ to denote the configuration that results from W by appending Θ to the (description of the) run-tape content component of W .
In precise terms, this is how the procedure Sim 0 ((), B) works. It creates two integer-holding variables b and u, with b initialized to 1 and u to 0. It further creates a variable ν to hold move sequences, initialized to the empty sequence . It further creates a configuration-holding variable W , initialized to the start configuration of H 0 where the run tape is empty (and, of course, so are the work tapes and the buffer). Finally, it creates two signed-organ-holding variables S and R, with S having no initial value and R initialized to +O, where O is the first organ of B (remember that B is required to be nonempty). 20 After this initialization step, the procedure goes into the following loop Loop 0 . Each iteration of the latter simulates a certain number of steps of H 0 starting from a certain configuration (namely, the then-current value of W ) in the scenario where H 0 's imaginary adversary makes no moves other than those already present in configuration W (i.e. already made by the time W was reached).
Procedure Loop 0 : Let +( ω, p) be the value of R (R never takes negative values when n = 0). Change the value of W to W ⊕ ⊥ ω. Then simulate/trace p steps of H 0 starting from configuration W . While performing this simulation, keep track of the maximum number of non-blank cells on any (any one) of the work-tape heads of H 0 , and increment u to that number every time the latter exceeds u. Also, every time H 0 makes a move µ, update ν by adding µ at the end of it, and, additionally, update W to the configuration in which such a move µ was made. Once the simulation of p steps is complete, do the following. If ν is empty, set the value of S to −( ν, p) and return (S, u). Suppose now ν is nonempty. In this case set the value of S to +( ν, p). Then, if b equals the size of B, return (S, u). Otherwise, increment b to b + 1, set R to the bth organ of B prefixed with "+", and repeat Loop 0 .
Next, this is how the procedure Sim n (A, B) exactly works when n ≥ 1. It creates three integer-holding variables a, b, u, with b initialized to 1 and a, u to 0.
21 It further creates two move-sequence-holding variables ψ and ν, both initialized to the empty sequence . It further creates a configuration-holding variable W , initialized to the start configuration of H n where the run tape is empty. Finally, it creates two signed-organholding variables S and R, with S having no initial value and R initialized to +O, where O is the first organ of B. After this initialization step, the procedure goes into the following loop Loop n . As before, each iteration of the latter simulates a certain number of steps of H n starting from a certain configuration (namely, W ) in the scenario where the imaginary adversary makes no new moves.
Procedure Loop n : Let +( ω, p) (resp. −( ω, p)) be the value of R. Change the value of W to W ⊕ ⊥1. ω (resp. W ⊕ ⊥0. ω). Then simulate/trace p steps of H n starting from configuration W . While performing this simulation, keep track of the maximum number of non-blank cells on any of the work-tapes of H n , and increment u to that number every time the latter exceeds u. Also, every time H n makes a move µ in the antecedent (resp. consequent) of the game, update ψ (resp. ν) by adding µ at the end of it, and, additionally, update W to the configuration in which such a move µ was made. Once the simulation of p steps is complete, do the following.
• If ν is nonempty, set the value of S to +( ν, p). Then, if b equals the size of B, return (S, u); otherwise, increment b to b + 1, set R to the bth organ of B prefixed with "+", reset ν to , and repeat Loop n .
• If ν is empty, set the value of S to −( ψ, p). Then, if a equals the size of A, return (S, u). Otherwise, increment a to a + 1, set R to the ath organ of A prefixed with "−", reset ψ to , and repeat Loop n .
For a Sim-appropriate triple (A, B, n), we shall write
to refer to the signed organ S such that Sim n (A, B) = (S, u) for some (whatever) u. Later, we may write Sim n (A, B) to refer to either the procedure Sim n applied to arguments A and B, or to the output (S, u) of that procedure on the same arguments. It will be usually clear from the context which of these two is meant. The same applies to Sim
• n (A, B) which, seen as a procedure, runs exactly like Sim n (A, B), and only differs from the latter that it just outputs S rather than (S, u).
Consider any two bodies B = (O 1 , . . . , O t ) and
We say that B ′ is an extension of B, and that B is a restriction of B ′ , iff t ≤ t ′ and
As expected, "proper extension" means "extension but not restriction". Similarly for "proper restriction". 20 The presence of the variable S may seem redundant at this point, as Sim 0 ((), B) (and likewise Simn(A, B) with n ≥ 1) could be defined in a simpler way without it. The reason why we want to have S will become clear in Subsection 6.5. Similarly, in the present case we could have done without the variable R as well -it merely serves the purpose of "synchronizing" the cases of n = 0 and n ≥ 1. 21 Intuitively, b keeps track of how many organs of B have been fetched so far, and a does the same for A.
Lemma 6.6 Consider any Sim-appropriate triple (A, B, n).
If Sim
• n (A, B) is negative, then, for every extension B ′ of B, Sim n (A, B ′ ) = Sim n (A, B).
• n (A, B) is positive and n = 0, then, for every extension A ′ of A, Sim n (A ′ , B) = Sim n (A, B).
Whenever Sim
• n (A, B) is positive, the size of B does not exceed e ⊤ .
Proof. Clauses 1-2 can be verified through a straightforward analysis of the work of Sim n . For clause 3, assume Sim n (A, B) = +( ω, p), and let s be the size of B. Observe that, in the process of computing Sim n (A, B) , the payloads of all positive values that the variable S ever takes, including its last value +( ω, p), are nonempty. All such payloads consist of moves made by H n in the consequent of F ′ (n − 1) → F ′ (n). From the work of Sim n we can see that altogether there are s positive values taken by S. Now, remembering our assumption that H n plays quasilegally, implying that it does not make more than e ⊤ moves in the consequent of
By a saturated triple we shall mean a Sim-appropriate triple (A, B, n) such that: . Further let −P 1 , . . . , −P p be the (sequence of the) negative values that the variable S of the procedure Sim n goes through when computing Sim n (A, B), and let +Q 1 , . . . , +Q q be the (sequence of the) positive values that S goes through. Observe that a ≤ p ≤ a + 1 and q ≤ b ≤ q + 1.
We define Sim
← n (A, B) as the body (P 1 , A 1 , P 2 , A 2 , . . .) -that is, the (unique) body C such that C odd = (P 1 , . . . , P p ) and C even = (A 1 , . . . , A a ). Let B = ( α 1 , p 1 ), . . . , ( α s , p s ) be a body. We define B as the run ⊥ α 1 , ⊤ α 2 , . . . obtained from α 1 , . . . , α s by replacing each α i (1 ≤ i ≤ s) with ⊥ α i if i is odd, and with ⊤ α i if i is even. Some more notation and terminology. When Γ and ∆ are runs, we write Γ ∆ to mean that Γ is a (not necessarily proper) initial segment of ∆. Next, as always in CoL, ¬Γ means the result of changing in Γ each label ⊤ to ⊥ and vice versa. Γ 0. means the result of deleting from Γ all moves (together with their labels, of course) except those of the form 0.α, and then further deleting the prefix "0." in the remaining moves. Similarly for Γ 1. . Intuitively, when Γ is a play of a parallel disjunction
) is the play that has taken place -according to the scenario of Γ -in the G 0 (resp. G 1 ) component.
Lemma 6.8 Consider any saturated Sim-appropriate triple (A, B, n). Let Sim n (A, B) = ±( ω, v), u , where ± ∈ {+, −}.
1. The case of n = 0 (and hence A = ()):
(a) There is a run Υ generated by H 0 such that Sim . We may assume that, in the above branch C, H 0 's adversary makes no moves after (beginning from) time t − v. Then, by Lemma 6.5, H 0 makes no moves after (beginning from) time t. Thus, the run Υ contains no labmoves in addition to those that are in Sim We may assume that, in the above branch C, H n 's adversary makes no moves after (beginning from) time t − v. Then, by Lemma 6.5, H n makes no moves after (beginning from) time t. Thus, the run Υ contains no labmoves in addition to those that are (after removing the prefixes "0." and "1.") in ¬Sim 
Aggregations
By an entry we shall mean a pair E = [n, B], where n, called the index of E, is an element of {0, . . . , k}, and B, called the body of E, is a body. The size of an entry E should be understood as the size of its body. By saying that an entry is n-indexed we shall mean that n is the index of that entry. An aggregation is a nonempty finite sequence E of entries such that:
(i) The last entry of E is k-indexed, and its body is odd-size. We call it the master entry of E, and call all other entries (if there are any) common entries.
(ii) The indices of the entries of E are strictly increasing. That is, the index of any given entry is strictly smaller than the index of any entries to the right of it.
(iii) Each even-size entry (if there are such entries) is to the left of each odd-size entry.
(iv) The sizes of the even-size entries are strictly decreasing. That is, the size of any even-size entry is strictly smaller than the size of any (even-size) entry to the left of it.
(v) The sizes of the odd-size common entries are strictly increasing. That is, the size of any odd-size common entry is strictly smaller than the size of any (odd-size) common entry to the right of it.
(vi) There are no entries of size 0.
The central triple of an aggregation E is (L, R, n), where:
1. n is the index of the leftmost odd-size entry of E.
2. R is the body of the above (n-indexed) entry of E.
3. If E does not have an entry whose index is n − 1, 22 then L is the empty body (). Otherwise, L is the body of the (n − 1)-indexed entry of E.
Consider any aggregation E. The master body of E is the body of the master entry of E; the master organ of E is the last organ of the master body of E; and the master payload (resp. master scale) of E is the payload (resp. scale) of the master organ of E.
The procedure Main
We are now ready to finalize our description of the work of M k . This is a machine that creates an aggregationholding variable E and an integer-holding variable U , with E initialized to the aggregation [k, (( , 1))] 23 and U initialized to 0. After this initialization step, M k goes into the below-described loop Main. As already noted, our description of (M and hence of) Main and our subsequent analysis of its work relies on the Clean Environment Assumption.
Terminology: In our description of Main, whenever we say Repeat, it is to be understood as repeating (going to) Main without changing the values of U and E. On the other hand, whenever we say Restart, it is to be understood as resetting U to 0, modifying E by deleting all common entries in it (but leaving the master entry unchanged), and then repeating Main. Finally, when we say "Environment has made a new move", we mean that the run tape of M k contains a (q + 1)th ⊥-labeled move (which we refer to as "the new move"), where q is the total number of moves in (all moves in the payloads of the organs of) B odd , where B is the master body of E.
Procedure Main. Let (L, R, n) be the central triple of E. Start running the procedure Sim n on (L even , R odd ) while, in parallel, at some constant rate, polling the run tape to see if Environment has made a new move. 24 Then act depending on which of the following two cases is "the case": Case 1: Before Sim n terminates, one of the calls of the polling routine detects a new move 1.θ (i.e. the move θ in the consequent of k ≤ b| d| → F ′ (k)) by Environment. Let θ ′ be the F ′ (k)-prudentization of θ. Modify E by adding θ ′ to its master payload, and resetting the master scale to 1. Then Restart. Case 2: Sim n terminates without any of the calls of the polling routine meanwhile detecting a new move by Environment. Let (S, u) be the value computed/returned by Sim n (L even , R odd ). Update U to max(u, U ). Then act depending on whether S is positive or negative.
Subcase 2.1: S is positive, namely, S = +( ω, s). Let B be the body of the n-indexed entry of E. Act depending on whether n < k or not.
Subsubcase 2.1.1: n < k. Update E by adding ( ω, s) as a new organ to B. Further modify E by deleting all (< n)-indexed entries whose size does not exceed that of the n-indexed entry, if such entries exist. Then Repeat.
Subsubcase 2.1.2: n = k. Update E by adding ( ω, s) and ( , s) as two new organs to B. Then make the moves ω in the consequent of (the real play of) k ≤ b| d| → F ′ (k). Finally, Repeat. Subcase 2.2: S is negative, namely, S = −( ω, s). Act depending on whether n > 0 or not. Subsubcase 2.2.1: n > 0. Then, if E has an (n − 1)-indexed entry E, modify E by adding ( ω, s) as a new organ to the body of E; otherwise modify E by inserting into it the entry E = [n − 1, (( ω, s))] immediately on the left of the n-indexed entry. In either case, further modify E by deleting all ≥ n-indexed common entries whose size does not exceed that of the (n − 1)-indexed entry, if such entries exist. After that Repeat. Subsubcase 2.2.2: n = 0. Let v be the master scale of E. Act depending on whether v < L(l, U ) or not. 
M is a solution of the target game
In this subsection we want to verify that M k indeed wins k ≤ b| d| → F ′ (k) and hence M wins x ≤ b| s| → F (x, v). For this purpose, when analyzing the work and behavior of M k , we will implicitly have some arbitrary but fixed computation branch ("play") of M k in mind. So, for instance, when we say "the ith iteration of Main", it should be understood in the context of that branch.
Notation 6.9
In what follows, I will stand for the set of positive integers i such that Main is iterated at least i times. Also, for each i ∈ I, E i will stand for the value of the aggregation/variable E at the beginning of the ith iteration of Main.
Lemma 6.10 For any i ∈ I and any entry E of E i , the size of E does not exceed 2e ⊤ + 1.
Proof. For a contradiction, assume i ∈ I, and E i has an entry of size greater than 2e ⊤ + 1. Let n be the index of such an entry.
First, consider the case n < k. Let j ≤ i be the smallest number in I such that E j has a (2e ⊤ + 2)-size, n-indexed entry [n, (O 1 , . . . , O 2e ⊤ +2 )] -it is not hard to see that such a j exists, and j > 1 because E 1 has no common entries. The only way the above entry could have emerged in E j is that E j−1 contained the entry [n, (O 1 , . . . , O 2e ⊤ +1 )], and its body "grew" into (O 1 , . . . , O 2e ⊤ +2 ) on the transition from E j−1 to E j according to the prescriptions of Subsubcase 2.1.1 of the description of Main. This, in turn, obviously means that the central triple of E j−1 was (A, (O 1 , . . . , O 2e ⊤ +1 ), n) for a certain body A, and Sim
. This, however, is impossible by clause 3 of Lemma 6.6, because the size of (O 1 , . . . , O 2e ⊤ +1 )
odd is e ⊤ + 1, exceeding e ⊤ . The case n = k is similar, only with "k" instead of "n", and "2e ⊤ + 3" instead of "2e ⊤ + 2".
Lemma 6.11
There is a bound z(w) ∈ R time such that the cardinality of I does not exceed z(l).
Proof. In this proof we will be using d as an abbreviation of 2e ⊤ + 1. Whenever we say " E always (never, etc.) so and so", it is to be understood as that, throughout the work of Main, the value of the variable E always (never, etc.) so and so. Similarly for U . "Case", "Subcase", etc. mean those of the description of Main.
According to Lemma 6.10, we have:
The size of no entry of E ever exceeds d.
Our next claim is the following:
The number of moves in the payload of no organ of the master body of E ever exceeds max(e ⊤ , e ⊥ ).
Indeed, let (O 1 , . . . , O a ) be the master body of E at a given stage of the work of Main, and consider any organ O i = ( α, s) (1 ≤ i ≤ a) of this body. From an analysis of the work of Main we can see that, if i is odd, then α are moves made by Environment within the F ′ (k) component in the real play. Therefore, in view of the Clean Environment Assumption, the number of such moves is at most e ⊥ . If i is even, then α are moves made by H k in a certain play simulated through Sim k . As in the preceding case, the number of such moves cannot exceed e ⊤ because, as we have agreed, H k plays quasilegally. Taking into account that each H n (N and K, that is) plays unconditionally prudently and that Environment's moves in F ′ (k) are also prudentized when copied by Main according to the prescriptions of Case 1 or Subsubsubcase 2.2.2.2 (and that every move that emerges in E originates either from Environment or from one of H i ), one can see that the run tape of any simulated machine does not contain moves whose magnitude is greater than G(l) where, as we remember, G is the superaggregate bound of F (x, v). Since the H n s (N and K, to be more precise) play in unconditional space s, we then find that the value of the variable U of Main never exceeds s G(l) . Thus, the maximum value of L(l, U ) is bounded by L l, s(G(l)) . The master scale v of E increases -namely, doubles -only according to the prescriptions of Subsubsubcase 2.2.2.1, and such an increase happens only when v is smaller than L(l, U ). For this reason, we have:
The master scale of E is always smaller than 2L l, s(G(l)) .
Let f be the unarification of the bound b ∈ R time from (11) . Note that, since k ≤ b| d|, we have k ≤ f (l). Let K(w) be the unary function defined by
and let k be an abbreviation of K(l).
With each element i of I we now associate an integer Rank(i) defined as follows:
where:
• c 0 = 0. Take a note of the fact that c 0 < k.
• For each even j ∈ {1, . . . , d}: If E i contains a common entry of size j, then c j is n + 1, where n is the index of that entry; otherwise c j = 0. Thus, c j cannot exceed k and, since k ≤ f (l), from (15) we can see that c j < k.
• For each odd j ∈ {1, . . . , d}: If E i contains a common entry of size j, then c j is k − n, where n is the index of that entry; otherwise c j = 0. Again, we have c j < k.
• c d+1 is |v|, where v is the master scale of E i . In view of (14), we find c d+1 < k.
• c d+2 is the number of moves in the master payload of E i . From (13), we see that c d+2 < k.
• c d+3 is the size of the master body of E i . The fact (12) guarantees that c d+3 < k.
As we have observed in each case above, all of the factors c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c d+3 from Rank(i) are smaller than k. This allows us to think of Rank(i) as a k-ary numeral of length d + 4, with the least significant digit being c 0 and the most significant digit being c d+3 .
With some analysis of the work of Main, which we here leave to the reader, one can see that 
But, by our observation c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c d+3 < k, no rank can exceed the (generously taken) number
i.e. the number M(l), where M(w) is the unary function
Thus:
By the conditions of R-Induction, 
and thus |L(w, s(G(w)))| = O(|w| + |G(w)| + s(G(w))). This, together with G(w) R time and s(G(w)) R time , by the linear closure of R time , implies
Since f is the unarification of b ∈ R time , we obviously have f R time . This, together with (19) , (15) and the fact of R time 's being linearly closed, implies that K R time . The latter, in turn, in view of R time 's being polynomially closed, implies that M R time . So, there is a bound z(w) in R time with M(w) z(w) and hence M(l) ≤ z(l). In view of (17) , no rank can thus ever exceed z(l). But, by (16) , different elements of I have different ranks. Hence, the cardinality of I does not exceed z(l) either, as desired.
For a number h ∈ I, we define the set I h by
We say that a given iteration of Main is restarting (resp. repeating) iff it terminates and calls the next iteration through Restart (resp. Repeat). The repeating iterations are exactly those that proceed according to Subcase Consider any h ∈ I and any i ∈ I h . We say that the ith iteration of Main is I h -transient iff there is a j ∈ I h such that the following three conditions are satisfied:
• i ≤ j < h.
• The jth iteration of Main restarting.
• There is no e with i ≤ e < j such that the eth iteration of Main is locking.
For a number h ∈ I, we define
h and the i'th iteration of Main is not I h -transient}.
We say that two bodies are consistent with each other iff one is an extension of the other. This, of course, includes the case of their being simply equal.
Lemma 6.12 Consider any n ∈ {0, . . . , k}, h ∈ I and i, j ∈ I h ! . Suppose E i has an entry [n, B i ], and E j has an entry [n, B j ]. Then B i and B j are consistent with each other.
Proof. Assume the conditions of the lemma. The case i = j is trivial, so we shall assume that i < j. First, consider the case n = k. We thus want to show that the master bodies of E i and E j are consistent with each other. Notice that only those iterations of Main affect the master body of (the evolving) E that are either restarting or locking. So, if no iteration between 26 i and j is either restarting or locking, then the master entry of E j is the same as that of E i , and we are done. Now suppose there is an e with i ≤ e ≤ j such that the eth iteration is restarting or locking. We may assume that e is the smallest such number. Then the eth iteration cannot be restarting, because this would make the ith iteration I h -transient. Thus, the eth iteration is locking. Such an iteration "locks" the master body of E i , in the sense that no later iterations can destroy what is already there -such iterations will only extend the master body. So, the master body of E j is an extension of that of E i , implying that, as desired, the two bodies are consistent with each other. 26 Here and later, we may terminologically identify iterations with their ordinal numbers. Now, for the rest of this proof, assume n < k. Note that i, j > 1, because E 1 has no common (n-indexed) entries. Further note that the (i − 1)th and (j − 1)th iterations are not restarting ones, because Restart erases all common entries. Hence, obviously, both i − 1 and j − 1 are in I h ! . The case of either B i or B j being empty is trivial, because the empty body is consistent with every body. Thus, we shall assume that B i looks like ( α 1 , p 1 ), . . . , ( α a , p a ), ( α, p) and B j looks like ( β 1 , q 1 ), . . . , ( β b , q b ), ( β, q) for some a, b ≥ 0. In what follows, we will be using P and Q as abbreviations of " ( α 1 , p 1 ), . . . , ( α a , p a )" and  "( β 1 , q 1 ), . . . , ( β b , q b ) ", respectively. Thus, B i = P , ( α, p) and B j = Q, ( β, q) .
We prove the lemma by complete induction on i + j. Assume the aggregation E i−1 contains the entry [n, B i ]. Since (i − 1) + j < i + j and (as we established just a while ago) (i − 1) ∈ I h ! , the induction hypothesis applies, according to which B i is consistent with B j , as desired. The case of E j−1 containing the entry [n, B j ] is similar. Now, for the rest of the present proof, we assume that (20), it is easy to see that E j−1 contains an n-indexed entry whose body is ( Q). By the induction hypothesis, P , ( α, p) is consistent with ( Q), meaning (as a + 1 ≤ b) that the latter is an extension of the former. Hence, P , ( α, p) is just as well consistent with Q, ( β, q) , as desired. The case of b < a will be handled in a similar way. Now, for the rest of this proof, we further assume that a = b.
We claim that
Indeed, the case of a, b = 0 is trivial. Otherwise, if a, b = 0, in view of (20), obviously E i−1 contains the entry [n, ( P )] and E j−1 contains the entry [n, ( Q)]. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, the two bodies ( P ) and ( Q) are consistent, which, as a = b, simply means that they are identical. (21) is thus verified. In view of (21) , all that now remains to show is that ( α, p) = ( β, q). Assume a is odd. Analyzing the work of Main and keeping (20) in mind, we see that the (i − 1)th iteration of Main proceeds according to Subsubcase 2.1.1, where the central triple of E i−1 is C, ( P ), n for a certain even-size body C, and Sim 
, as desired. The case of a being even is rather similar. In this case, the (i − 1)th iteration of Main deals with Subsubcase 2.2.1, where the central triple of E i−1 is ( P ), C, n + 1 for a certain odd-size body C, with Sim 
Consider any n ∈ {0, . . . , k} and h ∈ I. We define
as the smallest (smallest-size) body such that, for every i ∈ I h ! , whenever E i has an n-indexed entry, B . . . , O s ). We agree that below and later, where t is 0 or a negative integer, the denotation of an expression like (P 1 , . . . , P t ) should be understood as the empty tuple (). Then:
Assume h ∈ I, n ∈ {0, . . . , k}, and (P 1 , . . . , P p ) is a nonempty, not necessarily proper, restriction of the body B h n . By the (h, n)-birthtime of (P 1 , . . . , P p ) we shall mean the smallest number i ∈ I h ! such that, for some (not necessarily proper) extension B of (P 1 , . . . , P p ), E i has the entry [n, B]. We extend this concept to the case p = 0 by stipulating that the (h, n)-birthtime of the empty body () is always 0. In informal discourses we may say "(O 1 , . . . , O p ) was (h, n)-born at time i" to mean that i is the (h, n)-birthtime of (O 1 , . . . , O p ). When h and n are fixed or clear from the context, we may omit a reference to (h, n) and simply say "birthtime" or "born".
Lemma 6.13 Consider any h ∈ I and n ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Let B h n−1 ↓= (P 1 , . . . , P p ) and B h n ↑= (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ), where q > 0. Further let i P be the (h, n − 1)-birthtime of (P 1 , . . . , P p ) and i Q be the (h, n)-birthtime of (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ).
1. If i Q > i P , then we have:
The triple (B
2. If i P > i Q , then we have:
The triple (P 1 , . . . ,
Proof. Assume the conditions of the lemma. Take a note of the fact that i P , i Q ∈ I h ! . Clause 1. Assume i Q > i P . Note that, by the definition of B h n ↑, q is even. Since (q > 0 and) q is even, at time i Q the body (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ) obviously must have been "born" -i.e., the transition from the (i Q −1)th iteration to the i Q th iteration must have happened -according to the scenario of Subcase 2.1 of Main. Namely, in that scenario, the central triple of E iQ−1 was C, (Q 1 , . . . , Q q−1 ), n for a certain even-size body C, and Sim To verify claim (24) , deny it for a contradiction. That is, assume there is a proper restriction D of (B h n−1 ) even such that Sim even , it is also a (not necessarily proper) restriction of (P 1 , . . . , P p ) even . Furthermore, since p is odd, (P 1 , . . . , P p ) even = (P 1 , . . . , P p−1 ) even . Consequently, D = (P 1 , . . . , P r ) even for some r strictly smaller than p. We may assume that r is even, for otherwise (P 1 , . . . , P r ) even = (P 1 , . . . , P r−1 ) even and we could have taken r − 1 instead of r. Thus, for the nonnegative even integer r with r < p,
Let j be the (h, n − 1)-birthtime of (P 1 , . . . , P r+1 ). Note that j ≤ i P , and hence j < i Q . Since r + 1 is odd, (P 1 , . . . , P r+1 ) must have been born according to the scenario of Subsubcase 2.2.1 of Main. Namely, in that scenario, (j > 1 and) j − 1 ∈ I h ! , the central triple of E j−1 is (P 1 , . . . , P r ), A, n for some odd-size body A, and Sim
even , A odd = −P r+1 . By definition (22) , the body B h n is an extension of A. But, since j < i Q , (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ) was not yet (h, n)-born at time j. So, we must have A = (Q 1 , . . . , Q s ) for some s ≤ q − 1. Therefore, by clause 1 of Lemma 6.6,
The above, however, contradicts (31) . Claim (24) is thus proven. To justify (25) , assume Sim
. We want to show that (U 1 , . . . , U u ) = (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ). With (23) and the evenness of q in mind, we can see directly from the definition of Sim → n that u = q, and that (U 1 , . . . , U q ) odd = (Q 1 , . . . , Q q−1 ) odd . q's being even further implies
even . Consider any even r ∈ {1, . . . , q}. Let j be the (h, n)-birthtime of (Q 1 , . . . , Q r ). Obviously this body must have been born according to the scenario of Subcase 2.1 of Main in which j − 1 ∈ I h ! , E j−1 has the entry [n, (Q 1 , . . . , Q r−1 )] and, with C, (Q 1 , . . . , Q r−1 ), n being the central triple of E j−1 for some even-size body C, we have Sim
is an extension of C. So, by clause 2 of Lemma 6.6, Sim
But how does the computation of (32) differ from the computation of (23)? The two computations proceed in exactly the same ways, with the variable S of Sim
• n going through exactly the same values in both cases, with the only difference that, while the computation of (32) stops after S takes its (r/2)th positive value +U r and returns that value as +Q r , the computation of (23) continues further (if r = q) until the value of S becomes +U q . As we see, we indeed have U r = Q r as desired. Claim (26) is now verified.
Claim (26) can be verified in a rather similar way. Assume Sim
even . It remains to show that we also have (
So, what we want to show is (V 1 , . . . , V p ) odd = (P 1 , . . . , P p ) odd . Consider any odd r ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Let j be the (h, n − 1)-birthtime of (P 1 , . . . , P r ). Note that j ≤ i P and hence j < i Q . The birth of (P 1 , . . . , P r ) should have occurred according to Subsubcase 2.2.1 of Main, in a situation where 1 ≤ j − 1 ∈ I h ! , the central triple of E j−1 is (P 1 , . . . , P r−1 ), C, n for some odd-size body C, and Sim
even , C odd = −P r . But (B h n and hence) (Q 1 , . . . , Q q−1 ) is an extension of C. In fact, it is a proper extension, because (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ) was not yet (h, n)-born at time j. So, (Q 1 , . . . , Q q−1 ) is a (not necessarily proper) extension of C. Hence, by clause 1 of Lemma 6.6, Sim
But how does the computation of (33) differ from the computation of (23)? The two computations proceed in exactly the same ways, with the variable S of Sim
• n going through exactly the same values in both cases, with the only difference that, while the computation of (33) stops after S takes its ((r + 1)/2)th negative value −V r and returns that value as −P r , the computation of (23) continues further until the value of S becomes +Q q . As we see, we indeed have V r = P r as desired. This completes our proof of clause 1 of the lemma.
Clause 2. Assume i P > i Q . Note that p is odd, q is even and q = 0. The way (P 1 , . . . , P p ) was born is that the central triple of E iP −1 was (P 1 , . . . , P p−1 ), C, n for a certain odd-size body C, and Sim
n is an extension of C. Therefore (27) holds by Lemma 6.6.
To verify (28) , deny it for a contradiction: assume there is a proper restriction D of (B h n ) odd such that Sim
odd for some odd r -fix it -strictly smaller than q. Thus,
Let j be the birthtime of (Q 1 , . . . , Q r+1 ). Note that j ≤ i Q , and hence j < i P . (Q 1 , . . . , Q r+1 )'s birth must have happened in a situation where 1 ≤ j − 1 ∈ I h ! , the central triple of E j−1 is A, (Q 1 , . . . , Q r ), n for some even-size body A, and Sim
is an extension of A. But since j < i P , (P 1 , . . . , P p ) was not yet born at time j. So, A = (P 1 , . . . , P s ) for some s ≤ p − 1. Therefore, by Lemma 6.6,
The above, however, contradicts (34) . Claim (28) is thus proven. For (29) , assume Sim
even , and that (q ≤ u and) (U 1 , . . . , U u ) even = (U 1 , . . . , U q ) even . So, what we want to show is (U 1 , . . . , U q ) even = (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ) even . For this purpose, consider any even r ∈ {1, . . . , q}. Let j be the (h, n)-birthtime of (Q 1 , . . . , Q r ). Obviously (Q 1 , . . . , Q r ) must have been born according to the scenario of Subcase 2.1 of Main in which j − 1 ∈ I h ! , E j−1 has the entry [n, (Q 1 , . . . , Q r−1 )] and, with C, (Q 1 , . . . , Q r−1 ), n being the central triple of E j−1 for some even-size body C, Sim
even ; further, since p is odd, (P 1 , . . . , P p ) even = (P 1 , . . . , P p−1 ) even , and hence (B h n−1 ) even = (P 1 , . . . , P p−1 ) even . Thus we have: Sim
Comparing the computations of (27) and (35), we see that the two computations proceed in exactly the same ways, with the only difference that, while the computation of (35) stops after variable S of Sim
• n takes its (r/2)th positive value +U r and returns that value as +Q r , the computation of (27) continues further until the value of S becomes −P p . As we see, we indeed have U r = Q r as desired. Claim (29) is verified.
For (30), assume Sim (27) and the oddness of p in mind, we see from the definition of Sim ← n that v = p, and that
Consider any odd r ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Let j be the (h, n − 1)-birthtime of (P 1 , . . . , P r ). Note that j ≤ i P . The birth of (P 1 , . . . , P r ) should have occurred according to Subsubcase 2.2.1 of Main, in a situation where 1 ≤ j − 1 ∈ I h ! , the central triple of E j−1 is (P 1 , . . . , P r−1 ), C, n for some odd-size body C, and Sim
n is an extension of C. Hence, by Lemma 6.6,
Compare the computations of (36) and (27) . The two computations proceed in exactly the same ways, with the only difference that, while the computation of (36) stops after S takes its ((r + 1)/2)th negative value −V r and returns that value as −P r , the computation of (27) continues further (if r = p) until the value of S becomes −P p . Thus V r = P r , as desired.
We agree for the rest of Section 6 that is the greatest element of I. The existence of such an element is guaranteed by Lemma 6.11.
Lemma 6.14 The following statements are true (with as above): 1. For every n ∈ {0, . . . , k}, the size of B n is odd. 2. For every n ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the ( , n − 1)-birthtime of B n−1 is greater than the ( , n)-birthtime of B n . 3. For every n ∈ {0, . . . , k}, the scale of the last organ of B n is the same as the master scale of E .
Proof. Clause 1. Assume n ∈ {0, . . . , k}, B n = (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ), and i Q is the ( , n)-birthtime of B n . If n ≥ 1, further assume that B n−1 = (P 1 , . . . , P p ), and i P is the ( , n − 1)-birthtime of B n−1 .
We first verify that If n = 0, then q is odd.
Indeed, assume n = 0. Consider the last, i. 
odd is negative. From this contradiction we conclude that a = q. If so, (37) holds, because, as already noted, a is odd.
We next verify that If n ∈ {1, . . . , k}, then q is odd.
Our proof of (38) is, in fact, by induction on n ≥ 1. Assume n ∈ {1, . . . , k}. By (37) if n = 1 (i.e., if we are dealing with the basis of induction), and by the induction hypothesis if n > 1 (i.e., if we are dealing with the inductive step), we have: p (the size of B n−1 ) is odd.
Obviously (39) implies that (P 1 , . . . , P p ) was born according to the scenario of Subsubcase 2.2.1 of Main in which i P − 1 ∈ I ! , the central triple of E iP −1 is (P 1 , . . . , P p−1 ), C, n for a certain odd-size body C, and
By definition (22) , B n is an extension of C. Hence, by clause 1 of Lemma 6.6,
For a contradiction, deny (38) , i.e. assume q is even. Then q ≥ 2, because B n = (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ) is an extension of the odd-size C. Remember that i Q is the ( , n)-birthtime of (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ). Since q is even, (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ) must have been born according to the scenario of Subcase 2.1 of Main in which i Q − 1 ∈ I ! , E iQ−1 contains the entry [n, (Q 1 , . . . , Q q−1 )] and, with D, (Q 1 , . . . , Q q−1 ), n being the central triple of E iQ−1 for some even-size restriction D of (P 1 , . . . , P p ),
But since -by (39) -p is odd, (P 1 , . . . , P p−1 ) is an extension of D. Hence, by clause 2 of Lemma 6.6,
which, as q is even and hence (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ) odd = (Q 1 , . . . , Q q−1 ) odd , is the same as to say that
Comparing (40) with (41), we see a desired contradiction. This completes our proof of (38) and hence of clause 1 of the lemma, because the latter is nothing but (37) and (38) put together.
Clause 2. Assume n ∈ {1, . . . , k}, B n−1 = (P 1 , . . . , P p ), i P is the ( , n − 1)-birthtime of B n−1 , B n = (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ), and i Q is the ( , n)-birthtime of B n . For a contradiction, further assume i P ≤ i Q . From the already verified clause 1 of the present lemma, we know that both p and q are odd. The oddness of p implies that, at time i P , (P 1 , . . . , P p ) was born according to the scenario of Subsubcase 2.2.1 of Main in which i P − 1 ∈ I ! , the central triple of E iP −1 is (P 1 , . . . , P p−1 ), C, n for some odd-size body C, and Sim
even , C odd = −P p . By definition (22) , (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ) is an extension of C. Further, since q is odd and the body (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ) was not yet born at time i P − 1, we have q ≥ 3, with (Q 1 , . . . , Q q−2 ) being an extension of C. Then, by clause 1 of Lemma 6.6,
Let j be the ( , n)-birthtime of (Q 1 , . . . , Q q−1 ). The birth of (Q 1 , . . . , Q q−1 ) should have occurred according to the scenario Subcase 2.1 of Main in which j−1 ∈ I ! , the central triple of E j−1 is D even , (Q 1 , . . . , Q q−2 ) odd , n for some even-size body D, and Sim
is an extension of D. So, by clause 2 of Lemma 6.6, Sim
• n (P 1 , . . . , P p ) even , (Q 1 , . . . , Q q−2 ) odd = +Q q−1 . But, since p is odd, we have (P 1 , . . . , P p ) even = (P 1 , . . . , P p−1 ) even . Thus,
The above is in contradiction with (42) .
Clause 3. We start with the following claim:
Claim 1: Consider any n ∈ {0, . . . , k}. Assume B n = (Q 1 , . . . , Q q+1 ), and t is an even number with 2 ≤ t ≤ q. Then the scale of Q t is the same as that of Q t−1 .
To verify this claim, assume its conditions. We proceed by induction on n = 0, 1, . . . , k.
For the basis of induction, consider the case of n = 0. Let i be the ( , 0)-birthtime of (Q 1 , . . . , Q t ). Obviously the (i − 1)th iteration of Main follows the scenario of Subcase 2.1 where i − 1 ∈ I ! , the central triple of E i−1 is (), (Q 1 , . . . , Q t−1 ), 0 , and
Looking back at the description of the procedure Sim
• 0 , we see that, in computing (43), the procedure simply lets the scale of the output +Q t be a copy of the scale of the "last-fetched" organ Q t−1 . Done.
For the inductive step, assume n ≥ 1. Let B n−1 = (P 1 , . . . , P p ). From clause 1 of the present lemma we know that both p and q +1 are odd. Note that, for this reason, B n−1 ↓= (P 1 , . . . , P p ) and B n ↑= (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ). Let i P be the ( , n − 1)-birthtime of B n−1 ↓, and i Q be the ( , n)-birthtime of B n ↑. Clause 2 of the present lemma implies that i P > i Q . Hence the statements (27)- (30) of Lemma 6.13, with in the role of h, are true. Let us again remember the work of Sim
• and imagine the computation of (27) (with h = ). With some thought and with (27) - (30) in mind, we can see the following scenario. At some point -by the end of one of the iterations of Loop n , to be more specific -the variable R of Sim n becomes either +Q t , or −P j−1 for some even j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, with the scale of S in either case being the same as the scale g of the latest (by that time) value of R. Thus, if S becomes +Q t , the scale of Q t is the same as that of Q t−1 , and we are done. If S becomes −P j−1 , then, immediately after that (on the same iteration of Loop n ), R takes the value −P j . By the induction hypothesis, the scale of P j is the same as the scale g of P j−1 . On the iterations of Loop n that follow, S and R may take several (possibly zero) consecutive values from the series −P j+1 , −P j+3 , . . . and −P j+2 , −P j+4 , . . ., respectively, and the scales of all these values will remain to be g for the same reasons as above. Sooner or later, after this series of negative values, S becomes +Q t . The scale of this signed organ, as before, will be the same as the scale g of the latest value of R. The scale of Q t is thus the same as that of Q t−1 , which ends our proof of Claim 1. Now, we prove clause 3 of the lemma by induction on k − n. Let m be the master scale of E . The basis case of k − n = 0, i.e. n = k, is straightforward. Next, consider any n ∈ {1, . . . , k}. By the induction hypothesis, the scale of the last organ of B n is m. Let, as in the inductive step of the above proof of Claim 1, B n−1 = (P 1 , . . . , P p ) and B n = (Q 1 , . . . , Q q+1 ). Arguing as in that proof -with q + 1 in the role of t − 1, m in the role of g and relying on Claim 1 itself where the proof of the inductive step of the proof of Claim 1 relied on its induction hypothesis -we find that, in the process of computing (27) (with h = ), at some point, the variable R of the procedure Sim • n takes the value +Q q+1 (its last positive value) and that, beginning from that point, the scale m will be inherited by all subsequent negative values that the variables S and R assume, which (in the present case) include the final value −P p assumed by S. Thus, as desired, the scale of the last organ P p of B n−1 is the same as the master scale m of E . 
Proof.
Fix an arbitrary h ∈ I.
. . , T t ). If t = 0, then the position B h 0 is empty, and is thus an initial segment of any run. So, an arbitrarily selected run Γ h 0 generated by H 0 -such as, for instance, the run in which Environment made no moves at all -satisfies subclause (a). As for subclause (b), it is trivially satisfied because, by clause 1 of Lemma 6.14, h is not the greatest element of I, for otherwise t would have to be odd. Now, for the rest of our proof of clause 1, assume t ≥ 1. This automatically makes (), (B h 0 ) odd , 0 a Sim-appropriate triple. We first claim that For any nonempty proper restriction C of (B h 0 )
odd , Sim
For a contradiction, deny (44) and assume that, for some nonempty proper restriction C of (B
odd for some odd s with s < t. Fix such an s. Thus,
Let i be the (h, 0)-birthtime of (T 1 , . . . , T s+1 ). This means that i − 1 ∈ I 
Indeed, if Sim odd is negative, then (46) is an immediate consequence of (44). Our next claim is that Sim
To justify this claim, assume Sim odd stops after S takes its (r/2)th value +W r and returns that value as +T r , the computation of Sim
odd continues further until that value becomes +W w (if the output is positive) or − (), s for some s (if the output is negative). Thus W r = T r , which completes our proof of claim (47) .
Since, by (46) , the triple (), (B 
for some numbers v, u (fix them). By definition (22) , B is a restriction of B odd , making the statements (44) and (48) contradictory. We thus find that B = B h 0 , which allows us to re-write (48) as
In view of Sim 
Imagine the work of Sim 0 when computing (49) . Taking (46) into account, we can see that v is just a copy of the scale of the last organ of (B h 0 ) odd and hence, by clause 1 of Lemma 6.14, of the last organ of (B h 0 ). Consequently, by clause 3 of Lemma 6.14, v is the master scale of E h . Then, since the hth iteration of Main proceeds according to Subsubsubcase 2.2.2.2, we have v ≥ L(l, U h ), where U h is the value that the variable U of Main assumes on the hth iteration as a result of updating the old value to max(u, U ). We thus have u ≤ U h . And the function L is, of course, monotone. Consequently, from the fact v ≥ L(l, U h ), we find that v ≥ L(l, u). But then, by (50) and clause 1(b) of Lemma 6.8, there is a run Υ generated by H 0 -let us rename it into Γ h 0 -such that B h 0 = Γ h 0 . Done. Clause 2. Fix any n ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and assume
For clause 2(a), we want to show the existence of a run Γ h n generated by H n such that
It is not hard to see that, if q is 0, then so is p, because there is no way for (P 1 ) to be ever (h, n − 1)-born. Then the runs (P 1 , . . . , P p ) and (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ) are empty and, therefore, any run Γ h n generated by H n satisfies (51) . Now, for the rest of this proof, assume q is non-zero, which, in view of q's being even, means that q ≥ 2. In what follows, we use i P to denote the (h, n − 1)-birthtime of (P 1 , . . . , P p ) and i Q to denote the (h, n)-birthtime of (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ). We claim that
Indeed, it is easy to see that two bodies have identical birthtimes only if they are both empty (and hence their birthtimes are both 0). However, as we have already agreed, (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ) is nonempty. In view of (52), it is now sufficient to consider the two cases i Q > i P and i P > i Q . Case of i Q > i P : In this case, according to clause 1 of Lemma 6.13, the triple
is saturated, and we have:
Therefore, by clause 2(a) of Lemma 6.8, there is a run Υ -let us rename it into Γ h n -generated by
. So, (51) holds, which takes care of clause 2(a) of the present lemma. As for clause 2(b), it is satisfied vacuously because h is not the greatest element of I. To see why h is not the greatest element of I, assume the opposite. Let i P ′ be the (h, n − 1)-birthtime of (P 1 , . . . , P p ′ ) and i Q ′ be the (h, n)-birthtime of (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ′ ). By clause 1 of Lemma 6.14, p is odd, implying that p ′ = p and hence i P ′ = i P . Next, the fact q ′ ≥ q obviously implies that i Q ′ ≥ i Q . So, the condition i Q > i P of the present case implies i Q ′ > i P ′ . But this is in contradiction with clause 2 of Lemma 6.14.
Case of i P > i Q : In this case, according to clause 2 of Lemma 6.13, we have:
From (54)- (56), by clause 2(a) of Lemma 6.8 with (P 1 , . . . , P p−1 ) even in the role of A and (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ′ ) odd in the role of B, there is a run Υ -let us rename it into Γ h n -generated by H n such that (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ′ ) (Γ h n )
1.
. So, (51) holds, which takes care of clause 2(a) of the present lemma.
For clause 2(b), let us additionally assume that h is the greatest element of I, (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ′ ) is a reasonable run of F ′ (n), and ¬(P 1 , . . . , P p ′ ) is a reasonable run of F ′ (n − 1). By clause 1 of Lemma 6.14, p ′ is odd, implying that p = p ′ . So, (53)- (56) can be re-written as
Let P p ′ = ( ω, v). In view of (57), there is a number u (fix it) such that
As observed earlier when verifying clause 2(b) of the lemma in the case of i Q > i P , we have p = p ′ , meaning that i P is the (h, n − 1)-birthtime of B h n−1 = (P 1 , . . . , P p ′ ). In addition, let i L be the (h, k)-birthtime of B h k . By clause 2 of Lemma 6.14, i P > i L . This means that, for any j ∈ {i P , . . . , h}, the jth iteration of Main is not locking, because a locking iteration always gives birth to a new, "bigger" master body. But the absence of locking iterations between i P and h implies the following, because otherwise i P would be h-transient:
For any j ∈ {i P , . . . , h}, the j'th iteration of Main is not restarting.
Since h is the greatest element of I, according to clause 3 of Lemma 6.14, v is the master scale of E h . Also, as observed earlier in the proof of clause 1(b), the hth iteration of Main deals with Subsubsubcase 2.2.2.2, implying that v ≥ L(l, U h ), where U h is the final value of the variable U of Main (assumed on the hth iteration). But note that U iP -the value of U assumed on the i P th iteration of Main -does not exceed U h . That is because only restarting iterations of Main can decrease the value of U , but, by (62) , there are no such iterations between i P and h. Also, it is clear that, on the i P th iteration, (P 1 , . . . , P p ′ ) was born according to the scenario of Subsubcase 2.2.1 due to (61) , implying that U iP ≥ u, because, at the beginning of that iteration, the variable U was updated to U iP = max(u, U ). Thus, U h ≥ u and hence, due to the monotonicity of L and the earlier-established fact v ≥ L(l, U h ), we have
From (58), (61), (59), (60) and (63), by clause 2(b) of Lemma 6.8, with (P 1 , . . . , P p ′ −1 ) even in the role of A and (Q 1 , . . . , Q q ′ ) odd in the role of B, there is a run Υ -let us rename it into Γ h n -such that
Lemma 6.16 For every n ∈ {0, . . . , k} and every h ∈ I, B h n is a reasonable run of F ′ (n).
Proof. Fix an n ∈ {0, . . . , k} and an h ∈ I. Below, whenever we say that a player ℘ has made -or is responsible for making -a given run unreasonable, it is to be (or, at least, can be) understood as that the last move of the shortest unreasonable initial segment of the run is ℘-labeled.
First, consider the case n = 0. For a contradiction, assume B h 0 is not a reasonable run of F ′ (0 Thus, as desired, M k wins k ≤ b| d| → F ′ (k), and hence M wins the conclusion of (11).
M runs in target amplitude
M plays F (x, v) prudently, and the latter is an R space -bounded formula. By condition 5 of Definition 2.2, R space R amplitude . This, of course, implies that M runs in amplitude R amplitude , as desired.
M runs in target space
As we agreed earlier, (a, s, t) ∈ R amplitude × R space × R time is a common tricomplexity in which the machines N and K -and hence the H n s -run. All three bounds are unary. Remember from Subsection 6.1 that l is the size of the greatest of the constants chosen by M's environment for the free variables of x ≤ b| s| → F (x, v). This, of course, means that the background of any clock cycle of M k in any scenario of its work is at least l. For this reason and with Remark 2.4 in mind, in order to show that M runs in space R space , it is sufficient to show that the spacecost of any clock cycle of M k is bounded by O p(l) for some p(z) ∈ R space . In what follows, we shall write R space (l) as an abbreviation of the phrase "O p(l) for some p(z) ∈ R space ". Similarly for R time (l).
In asymptotic terms, the space consumed by M k -namely, by any given hth (h ∈ I) iteration of Main -is the sum of the following two quantities:
the space needed to hold (the value of ) the aggregation E;
the space needed to update
Here we did not mention the space needed to hold (the value of the variable) U , and to update it to its next value. That is because, as it is easy to see, the space taken by U or its updates does not exceed the maximum possible value of the quantity (66) (in fact, the logarithm of the latter). So, this component of M k 's space consumption, being superseded by another component, can be safely ignored in an asymptotic analysis. Consider any h ∈ I. In verifying that (65) is bounded by R space (l), we observe that, by conditions (iv) and (v) of Subsection 6.3, an aggregation cannot contain two same-size entries. Next, by Lemma 6.10, the size of an entry never exceeds 2e ⊤ + 1. Thus, the number of entries in E h is bounded by the constant 2e ⊤ + 1. For this reason, it is sufficient for us to just show that any given entry [n, C] of E h can be held with R space (l) space. This is done in the following two paragraphs.
The component n of an entry [n, C] never exceeds k. As observed in the proof of Lemma 6.11, we have k ≤ f (l), where f (z) is the unarification of b. As further observed near the end of the same proof, f (z) R time . This, by condition 5 of Definition 2.2, implies that |f (z)| R space . So, |n|, which (asymptotically) is the amount of space needed to hold n, is bounded by R space (l).
As for the component C of an entry [n, C], it is a restriction of (and hence not "bigger" than) B p 1 ) , . . . , ( α m , p m ) . By Lemma 6.16, B h n is a reasonable run of F ′ (n). Consequently, the overall number of moves in it cannot exceed the constant bound e. Remembering the work of Sim • n , we see that only negative values of this procedure's output may have empty payloads. With this fact in mind, a look back at the work of Main -its Subcase 2.1 in particular -easily reveals that, for each even i ∈ {2, . . . , m}, α i is nonempty. Therefore m ≤ 2e + 1. That is, the number of organs in B h n is bounded by a constant. So, asymptotically, B h n does not take more space than any organ ( α i , p i ) of it, which allows us now to just focus on ( α i , p i ). Due to B h n 's being reasonable, there is only a constant (≤ e) number of moves in the payload α i of ( α i , p i ), and the size of no such move exceeds O G(l) , where G, as we remember, is the superaggregate bound of the formula F (x, v) and hence, by Lemma 5.1, G R space . Thus, R space (l) space is sufficient to record α i . It now remains to show that the same holds for p i . An analysis of Main reveals that, during its work, the only case when a new scale (as opposed to an old, inherited scale) greater than 1 of whatever organ of whatever entry is ever created is Subsubsubcase 2.2.2.1, and when such a creation takes place, the new scale is smaller than 2L(l, U ). As observed earlier in this proof when we agreed to ignore U , the value of U is bounded by s ′ (l) for some s ′ ∈ R space . So, p i < 2L(l, s ′ (l)) and thus
). This fact, in conjunction with G ∈ R space and condition 2 of Definition 2.2, implies that |p i |, which (asymptotically) is the amount of memory needed to hold p i , does not exceed R space (l). Now about the quantity (66). Let us only consider the case n > 0, with the case n = 0 being similar but simpler. Updating E h to E h+1 happens through running Sim n (A even , B odd ), where (A, B, n) is the central triple of E h . So, we just need to show that the space consumed by Sim n (A even , B odd ) is bounded by R space (l). This quantity, with asymptotically irrelevant technicalities suppressed, is the sum of (I) the space needed for simulating H n , and (II) the space needed for maintaining (the contents of) the variables a, b, u, ψ, ν, W, S, R of Sim n , as well as the space needed to keep track of how many steps of H n have been simulated so far within the present iteration of Loop n .
(I): There are two groups of moves on the simulated H n 's run tape. The first group, that we here shall refer to as the early moves, comprises the ⊥-labeled moves signifying the initial choices of the constants n − 1 and c for the free variables x and v of F (x, v) → F (x ′ , v). All other moves constitute the second group, which we shall refer to as the late moves. The information that M k needs to keep track of (and whose size is asymptotically relevant) in order to simulate H n consists of the contents (here also including the scanning head locations) of H n 's run and work tapes, and the content of H n 's buffer. Since (A, B, n) is the central triple of E h , A is a restriction of B h n−1 and B is a restriction of B h n . This, in view of Lemma 6.16 and in view of H n 's playing reasonably, obviously implies that the run spelled by the simulated H n 's run tape is reasonable. As a result, there is only a constant number of late moves, and the magnitude of each such move is obviously bounded by G(l). In view of Lemma 5.1, this means that the combined size of all late moves is bounded by R space (l). Since H n is unconditionally provident, everything written in its buffer will sooner or later mature into a late move, so, whatever we said about the sizes of the late moves, also applies to the maximum possible size of H n 's buffer content. As for the early moves, they reside on M k 's own run tape, and hence M k does not need to utilize any of its work-tape space to keep track of them. Thus, keeping track of the contents of H n 's imaginary run tape and buffer does not take M k beyond the target R space (l) space limits. It remains to see that the same holds for the contents of H n 's work tapes. But indeed, the magnitude of no (early or late) move on H n 's imaginary run tape exceeds max(l, G(l)) and hence (as R amplitude is linearly closed and G ∈ R space R amplitude ) a ′ (l) for some a ′ ∈ R amplitude . But then, since H n runs in unconditional space s ∈ R space , it consumes at most s(a ′ (l)) space of its work tapes. M k can keep track of the contents of those tapes with asymptotically the same amount s(a ′ (l)) of its own work-tape space. And the latter, by condition 4 of Definition 2.2, does not exceed R space (l).
(II): The sizes of the variables a and b of Sim are bounded by a constant (namely, |2e + 1|). As for the sizes of the remaining variables u, ψ, ν, W, S, R, as well as the space needed to keep track of how many steps of H n have been simulated so far within the present iteration of Loop n , can be easily seen to be superseded by (65) or (I).
M runs in target time
We agree that, for an h ∈ I, I h • denotes the set of all numbers i ∈ I h satisfying the condition that there is no j with i ≤ j < h such that the jth iteration of Main proceeds according to the scenario of Case 1 or Subsubsubcase 2.2. Lemma 6.18 Consider any h ∈ I such that the h'th iteration of Main is locking. Then the master scale of E h is bounded by R time (l).
Proof. Throughout this proof, w will be an abbreviation of the constant e ⊤ + 1. Consider any h ∈ I such that the hth iteration of Main is locking. Let m be the master scale of E h . We claim that m is smaller than 2 w−1 t(max(l, G(l))) and hence, by Lemma 5.1 and conditions 2, 3 and 4 of Definition 2.2, m is bounded by R time (l). Indeed, for a contradiction, assume m ≥ 2 w−1 t(max(l, G(l))). We (may) additionally assume that t(max(l, G(l))) = 0. Let b 1 be the smallest element of I In what follows, we shall say that two organs ( α, p) and ( β, q) are essentially the same iff α = β and either p = q or p, q ∈ {m/2 i , m/2 i−1 } (where i is as above). This extends to all pairs X, Y of organcontaining objects/structures (such as signed organs, bodies, aggregations, etc.) by stipulating that X and Y are essentially the same iff they only differ from each other in that where X has an organ P , Y may have an essentially the same organ Q instead. For instance, two signed organs are essentially the same iff they are both in {+P, +Q} or both in {−P, −Q} for some essentially the same organs P and Q; two bodies (P 1 , . . . , P s ) and (Q 1 , . . . , Q t ) are essentially the same iff s = t and, for each r ∈ {1, . . . , s}, the organs P r and Q r are essentially the same; etc.
Claim 2: For any j ∈ {0, . . . , d − c + 1}, the aggregations E a+j and E c+j are essentially the same.
This claim can be proven by induction on j. We give an outline of such a proof, leaving more elaborate details to the reader. For the basis of induction, we want to show that the aggregations E a and E c are essentially the same. To see that this is so, observe that the master entry is the only entry of both aggregations. Also, the only iteration of Main between a (including) and c that modifies the master entry of E is the (c − 1)th iteration, which proceeds according to Subsubsubcase 2.2.2.1 and the only change that it makes in the master body of E is that it doubles E's master scale m/2 i , turning it into m/2 i−1 . For the inductive step, consider any j ∈ {0, . . . , d−c} and make the following observations. Updating E c+j to E c+j+1 happens through running Sim
• n 27 (for a certain n) on certain arguments A, B. The same is the case with updating E a+j to E a+j+1 , where, by the induction hypothesis, the arguments A ′ and B ′ on which H n is run are essentially the same as A and B, respectively. So, the only difference between the two computations Sim i steps in otherwise virtually the same scenario. This guarantees that the outcomes of the two computations -and hence the ways E c+j and E a+j are updated to their next values -are essentially the same. The point is that, since H n runs in time t and since -as observed near the end of the preceding subsection -the magnitude of no move on the simulated H n 's run tape exceeds max(l, G(l)), all moves that H n makes within m/2 i−1 ≥ 2t(max(l, G(l))) steps are in fact made within the first m/2 i ≥ t(max(l, G(l))) steps of the simulated interval, so the computations of Sim
• n (A, B) and Sim
• n (A ′ , B ′ ) proceed in "essentially the same" ways, yielding essentially the same outcomes. 27 Of course, Main runs Simn rather than Sim
• n , but this is only relevant to the value of the variable U of Main. The latter may only become relevant to the way the variable E is updated when a given iteration of Main proceeds according to Subsubcase 2.2.2. However, no iterations between (including) c and d proceed according to that Subsubcase. So, it is safe to talk about Sim Taking j = d − c + 1, Claim 2 tells us that the master body of E c+(d−c+1) -i.e. of E d+1 -and the master body of E a+(d−c+1) are essentially the same. This is however a contradiction, because the size of the former, as a result of the dth iterations' being locking, is greater than the size of the master body of any earlier aggregations E 1 , . . . , E d .
Lemma 6.19
Consider any h ∈ I such that the h'th iteration of Main is locking. Assume e ∈ I h • , and (A, B, n) is the central triple of E e . Then the scales of all organs of A and B are bounded by R time (l).
Proof. Assume h is an element of I such that the hth iteration of Main is locking. Let C be the master body of E h . It is not hard to see (by induction on e − e 0 , where e 0 is the smallest element of I h • ) that, for any e ∈ I h • , the scale of any organ of the body of any entry of E e is either the same as the scale of one of the organs of C, or one half, or one quarter, or. . . of such a scale. Thus, the scales of the organs of C (at least, the greatest of such scales) are not smaller that the scales of the organs of the entries of E e , including the scales of the organs of A and B. For this reason, it is sufficient to prove that the scales of all organs of C are bounded by R time (l).
Let C = (O 1 , . . . , O 2m , O 2m+1 ), and let p 1 , . . . , p 2m , p 2m+1 be the corresponding scales. Note that, since the hth iteration of Main is locking, we have h ∈ I ! and, consequently, C is a restriction of B k . Therefore, according to Claim 1 from the proof of Lemma 6.14, we have p 1 = p 2 , p 3 = p 4 , . . . , p 2m−1 = p 2m . So, it is sufficient to consider p i where i is an odd member of {1, . . . , 2m + 1}. The case of i = 2m + 1 is immediately taken care of by Lemma 6.18. Now consider any odd member i of {1, . . . , 2m − 1}. Let j be the (h, k)-birthtime of (O 1 , . . . , O i+1 ). Thus, the (j − 1)th iteration of Main is locking. But note that p i is the master scale of E j−1 . Then, according to Lemma 6.18, p i is bounded by R time (l). Now we are ready to argue that M runs in target time. We already know from Lemma 6.11 that, for a certain bound z ∈ R time , Main is iterated only z(l) times. In view of R time 's being at least polynomial as well as polynomially closed, it remains to see that each relevant iteration takes a polynomial (in l) amount of time. Here "relevant" means an iteration that is followed (either within the same iteration or in some later iteration) by an M k -made move without meanwhile being interrupted by Environment's moves. In other words, this is an eth iteration with e ∈ I h • for some h ∈ I such that the hth iteration of Main is locking. Consider any such e.
There are two asymptotically relevant sources/causes of the time consumption of the eth (as well as any other) iteration of Main: running Sim n (A even , B odd ), where (A, B, n) is the central triple of E e , and periodically polling M k 's run tape to see if Environment has made any new moves.
Running Sim n (A even , B odd ) requires simulating the corresponding machine H n in the scenario determined by A even and B odd . With asymptotically irrelevant or superseded details suppressed, simulating a single step of H n requires going, a constant number of times, through M k 's work and run tapes to collect the information necessary for updating H n 's "current" configuration to the next one, and to actually make such an update. As we already know from Subsection 6.7, the size of (the non-blank, to-be-scanned portion of) M k 's work tape is bounded by R space . 28 And the size of M k 's run tape is O(l) (the early moves) plus O(G(l)) (the late moves). Everything together, in view of the linear closure of R time (condition 3 of Definition 2.2) and the facts G ∈ R space (Lemma 5.1) and R space R time (condition 5 of Definition 2.2), is well within the target R time (l).
The amount of steps of H n to be simulated when running Sim n (A even , B odd ) is obviously at most a constant times the greatest of the scales of the organs of A and B, which, in view of Lemma 6.19, is R time (l).
Thus, the time T needed for running Sim n (A even , B odd ) is the product of the two R time (l) quantities established in the preceding two paragraphs. By the polynomial closure of R time , such a product remains R time (l). How much time is added to this by the polling routine? Obviously the latter is repeated at most T times. Any given repetition does not require more time than it takes to go from one end of the run tape of M k to the other end. And this quantity, as we found just a while ago, is R time (l). Thus, the eth iteration of Main takes R time (l) + R time (l) × R time (l) time, which, by R time 's being polynomially closed, remains R time (l) as promised. 28 Of course, a (work or run) tape is infinite in the rightward direction, but in contexts like the present one we treat the leftmost blank cell of a tape as its "end". 
